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1 INTRODUCTION 

The 5-year Action Program (2008-2012) is the first phase implementation period of the 
proposed traffic safety measures in the Master Plan. This first Action Program is critical 
in ensuring that smooth and successful implementation of the proposed measures and 
shall be the basis for implementation conditions of the succeeding Action Programs. 

1.1 Basic Principles of the Five-Year Action Program 

In order to meet the requirements of the Master Plan and the strategies presented in 
Subsection 3.2, Volume 3, Part I, the following basic principles are introduced: 

Basic Principle No. 1: The “All-people” and “Comprehensiveness” perspectives as 
indicated in the existing government polices as well as the “4Es” and “Stakeholders” 
approaches should guide the planning and implementation of measures indicated in 
this Action Program. The importance of these perspectives and approaches are clear, 
particularly in the implementation of Resolution No. 32/2007/NQ-CP dated 29 June 
2008. Thus, the active participation of the whole political system is one of most 
important conditions for the success of this Action Program. 

Basic Principle No. 2: This Action Program should consider the forecasted special 
political and socio-economic features as well as the traffic safety conditions in the whole 
country until 2012. During this period, Vietnam is in transition to accelerate its economic 
development and overcome its being classified among countries within the “poor 
threshold” in the world map. One of the characteristics of this Action Program period is 
the anticipated continuously increasing growth rates of private vehicle ownership, and 
thus very high motorization rate, for both motorcycles and cars. Given the forecasted 
high growth percentage of the vehicles and drivers, a slower implementation of 
necessary countermeasures (e.g. enhanced drivers’ licensing renewal system) will lead 
to more complex situations and implementation in the later years. 

Basic Principle No. 3: The Action Program should be integrated with all related 
existing  orientations, policies, plans of the Government, in particular, the approved 
“Scheme to Enhance the National Traffic Safety and Order until 2010”, and other 
socio-economic development strategies/plans. 

Basic Principle No. 4: Among the various proposed measures from the Master Plan, 
those that are considered “of critical impact” or those measures whose implementation 
will result in significant impact in Vietnam’s general traffic safety situation as well as to 
other proposed measures should be clarified and should receive high priority. Such 
measures can be recognized as those which result in the: (i) improvement of capacities 
of traffic safety related agencies; (ii) enhancement of institutional framework for traffic 
safety; and (iii) development of traffic culture, among others.  

Basic Principle No. 5: The selected measures should be ensured under a strong 
leadership and with adequate financial and human resources. 
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1.2 Lessons from International Experiences in Formulation of the Action Program  

Based on the following international experiences1, many important activities in road 
safety cannot be undertaken effectively unless some basic systems are already in place 
and operational, at least at a minimum level. The main prerequisites for effective work in 
road safety in a country are set out below, with the first two as the most urgent. 
Depending on the resources available, other important improvements (such as 
improvements on hazardous work location) can also be included. 

(1) Traffic Accident Database System 

A very essential and of utmost priority is the establishment of an effective Traffic 
Accident Database System which will allow the nationwide collection of traffic 
accident data which will be centrally stored in a secure location, and with the data 
accessible to concerned agencies for analysis whenever and wherever necessary 
to be able to systematically develop and formulate traffic safety countermeasures 
and interventions. All compiled data/statistics and conducted analyses have to be 
widely disseminated to enable all other concerned agencies to fully participate in 
addressing problems related to traffic safety in the country. 

(2) National Road Safety Council (similar to NTSC) and Coordinating Mechanism 

While it is necessary for NTSC to be very independent, at the same time, it should 
also be a very effective coordinating mechanism among representatives of the most 
important organizations responsible for road safety. This may be made possible 
through a National Road Safety Council which has its own secretariat and has 
adequate funding and technical resources to ensure implementation of agreed 
measures based on decisions issued by the government.  

(3) Demonstration Projects 

In each section where improvements are to be undertaken, an opportunity to 
implement “demonstration” projects should always be taken to provide relevant 
experiences to concerned staff of key agencies and to establish procedures and 
practices towards road safety improvement. For example, the development of a 
Safety Audit System could initially involve the development of safety audit 
guidelines for use in safety checking of proposed new road schemes and their 
application, under the supervision of a road safety specialist, on two or three 
schemes by local traffic engineers for them to gain practical experience in 
identifying potential safety problems. In the same manner, the development of 
access and development control guidelines will benefit from the development of 
draft guidelines and then their application on two or three occasions by local traffic 
engineers under the supervision of the road safety specialist. 

The first 5-year action program should seek to consolidate and improve road safety 
activities in each of the sectors affecting road safety. It should identify priorities and 
required indicative costs to make the necessary improvements in each sector. It should 
package the proposed improvements in such a way as to facilitate funding from external 
development banks and other aid agencies. It should identify the types of activities and 
interventions which can be financed through such agencies and those which will have 
to be funded by the central government or concerned agency. 

 
1Source: UN ESCAP Road Safety Action Plans and Programmes, Bangkok, 2000 
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2 OBJECTIVES OF THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PROGRAM 

Based on the basic principles discussed in Chapter 1 of this Action Program and in the 
Master Plan volume, as well as analysis made on traffic situation in Vietnam in Volume 
2 of this report, this chapter will present an outlook of the road traffic accident in 
Vietnam at present and in the coming years and outline a background to set up the 
objectives and targets of this 5-year Action Program for the period 2008-2012. To 
realize these objectives and targets, adequate sectoral action program development 
policies should be clarified.  

2.1 Outlook of the Road Traffic Accident in Vietnam 

This section discusses on the state of road traffic accidents at the beginning of this 
5-year action program period 2008-2012 and prospects in the coming years. The most 
significant development on traffic safety in the whole country is the positive impact of 
Resolution No. 32/2007/NQ-CP dated 29 June 2007 issued by the Government. 

1) Present Status: Decreasing but still High Rate of Traffic Accident  

It is remarkable that with the implementation of Resolution No. 32/2007, the traffic 
safety situation is improved as exemplified by the decreasing rate in the number of 
traffic accident, particularly the remarkable decrease in the number of serious and 
extremely serious accidents. 

Several years ago, on 19 December 2002, the Government has issued Resolution No. 
13/2002/NQ-CP on measures to reduce the growing number of traffic accidents and 
incidence of traffic congestions. Soon after, the Central Party Secretariat has issued 
Directive No. 22-CT-TW on 24 February 2003 on the improvement of the Party’s 
leadership to ensure traffic order and safety. Based on these important events, from 
2002 until 2005, the objective to curb traffic accident seems feasible and within reach.  

From 2006, however, the number of traffic accidents increased, sometimes even higher 
than that of the past. The number of fatalities in 2006 increased by about 1,000 deaths 
(around 10%) and by end of May 2007, a total of 6,660 traffic accidents were recorded 
nationwide, with 5,859 fatalities and 4,977 injuries, an increase of 23 accidents, 370 
fatalities and 93 injuries compared with that of the period of the preceding year. The 
road traffic accidents in particular and the traffic order and safety situation in general 
have become more complex and seemed to be in chaos.  

During the first half of 2007, with instructions from NTSC, the traffic police force 
increased its patrol and control activities, improved traffic accident treatment and 
investigation and enhanced cooperation in propaganda and education. However, the 
number of traffic accidents still drastically increased. 

This scenario of increased rate of traffic accidents and apparent lack for regulatory 
environment has initiated the NTSC, MOT, MOPS, and other concerned ministries to 
work together to determine the causes of this increasing traffic safety risks and 
formulate effective measures to finally find a solution to this perennial social problem. 
And thus Resolution No. 32/2007/NQ-CP was issued as a step towards achieving the 
successful implementation of a comprehensive traffic safety program with the 
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participation of the entire political system. 

The drastic implementation of this Resolution No. 32 has very positive impact towards 
traffic safety. One of the most remarkable results is the very high percentage (almost 
100%) of helmet use among motorcycle riders on the road. Even with no improvements 
on road infrastructure, traffic accidents in the last months of 2007 and first months of 
2008 were reduced in all three aspects: total number of accidents, fatalities and injuries, 
as follows: 

• In 2007 there were 14,218 road traffic accidents with 12,857 fatalities and 10,631 
injuries. Compared with 2006 figures, there was a reduction in the number of 
accidents (100 accidents or 0.07%) and injuries (by 299 or 2.7%) but an increase in 
the number of fatalities (667 deaths or 5.5%).   

• During the first seven months of 2008, compared with figures during the same period 
in 2007, there was a reduction in the number of traffic accidents (1,368 or -15.44%), 
fatalities (1,115 or -14.01%) and injuries *(1,957 or -28.53%).  

2) Future Scenario: High Risks of Road Traffic Accidents and More Complex Traffic 
Safety Conditions  

Resolution No.32/2007/NQ-CP is basically an urgent measure to address the present 
traffic accident situation. While some of its measures may have value in the future, it is 
also necessary to determine other additional measures appropriate for the anticipated 
more complex development of traffic accidents and situations in the coming years by 
conducting an evaluation of risks of road traffic accidents. In other words, although this 
Resolution has given positive impacts on the traffic safety situation in general, the road 
traffic accident situation in the whole country is still at high risk.  

It is anticipated that in the coming years, the country’s economic development will 
continue and the economic and the living standards of the people will still improve. This 
will expectedly result also in the very high increase in motorization rate which, in turn, 
can lead to high risk of traffic accidents. As discussed in Chapter 9 of Volume 2 of this 
report, while the long-term forecast (until 2020) may indicate a high annual average 
growth rate in the number of vehicles (7.1%), the short-term scenario poses a much 
higher growth rate. In 2007, the number of newly registered vehicles was over 130,000 
cars (an increase by 12.8%) and 3 million motorcycles (an increase by 16.4%). And if 
there are no effective measures immediately adopted, this annual growth rate of 
12-16% will continue during the 5-year Action Program period of this Master Plan. 

Another critical issue is the capacity of the infrastructure which is at present lagging in 
terms of meeting the travel demand. Even if the Government gives priority in the 
upgrading and development of the road system in the whole country, it however requires 
considerable resources, particularly huge amount of funds, so that infrastructure growth 
rate will be in accordance with the demand brought about by high motorization growth 
rate. On the other hand, the percentage of land available for transport is very limited: 
only 6.4% in Hanoi and 6.7% in Ho Chi Minh City as compared with about 22-25% in 
major cities of other countries.  
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Adding to these problems in disparity of growth rates of vehicles and infrastructure, the 
traffic safety and order is also affected by other more complex factors that are related to 
the traffic participants. The level of traffic safety awareness in general of most road users 
seems very low and thus not ready to meet the requirements of a modern traffic society. 
In addition, in the coming years, the country’s relatively lax policies on Residence Law 
and International Integration are also expected to contribute to the further increase     
in motorization in the country.  

2.2 Action Program Objectives and Targets 

The abovementioned overview on traffic safety during this 5-year period presents the 
clear challenges to this 5-year Action Program. The following discussion presents the 
Rationale, Objectives and Target of this Action Program. In general, these are 
expectedly in concurrence with those in the approved “Scheme to the Improvement of 
the National Traffic Safety and Order until 2010”.  

1) General Objectives and Rationale 

• This Action Program is formulated first of all to guarantee that the transport systems 
are operating comprehensively and smoothly for the purpose of social economic 
development while ensuring national defense, security and international economic 
integration. In addition, this Action Program aims to establish and maintain the 
social orders in the transport fields, ensuring the safety of road users and vehicles.  

• It also aims to make all stakeholders realize that to be able to maintain traffic safety 
and order, everybody should take responsibility and not only expect the State 
agencies concerned and the road users.  

• The Ministries, agencies, local authorities, social political organizations can do its 
part by proposing comprehensive measures to mitigate traffic accidents.  

• Comprehensive measures must be formulated for long-term implementation. Then 
implementation should be started gradually, continuously, decisively, and patiently 
to achieve significant and lasting achievements and ensure a sustainable traffic 
safety and order. 

2) Specific Objectives of the Action Program 

• To deploy a system of basic measures to dominate effectively and sustainably the 
traffic accidents and as a first-step, to reduce these accidents. 

• To form favorable conditions to reduce continuously the losses by traffic accidents, 
both in human and material resources, in the next 5-year planning period. 

• To improve the knowledge, creating self-awareness of law implementation for road 
users, particularly for vehicle conductors. 

• To enhance the management activities of transport mode quality. 

• To strengthen the capacity for the legal enforcement forces of traffic safety order. 

• To address the factors causing safety losses in transport infrastructures. 

• To complete the activities of transport organization, system of legal documents of 
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traffic safety order. 

• To continue completing the mechanism, management organization for traffic safety 
from the central to local level. 

3) Targets 

The abovementioned Scheme is aimed at “reducing the number of fatalities caused by 
traffic accidents from 5% down to 7%, number of fatalities per 10,000 road motorized 
vehicles decreasing from 6.5 down to 4.5 by the year 2010”. 

The Master Plan has set up the Goal and Numeric Targets (Chapter 3, Volume 3, Part 
1) as follows:  

(i) To reduce the number of fatalities into half (based on 2007 figures) or to reduce 
fatality rate per 100,000 population into less than 6.4%. 

(ii) To strengthen the capability and functions of the organizations involved in road 
traffic safety and to develop new organizations and rules/regulations necessary to 
ensure sustainability of traffic safety measures. 

For the Action Program, the targets are based on the general targets of the Master Plan, 
as follows:  

(i) Majority of road users (at least the same percentage of motorcycle users wearing 
helmet on the road, which is about 90%) have formed the inherent habit of 
respecting all traffic rules. 

(ii) A reduction of 5.2 - 6% in traffic accidents per year against previous year, in terms 
of the absolute number of fatalities. 

(iii) To strengthen basically the capability and functions of the organizations involved in 
road traffic safety and to develop completely most of new organizations and 
rules/regulations necessary to ensure sustainability of traffic safety measures. 

2.3 Sectoral Action Program Development Policy 

In the succeeding chapters, Action Program for each of the respective sectors and for 
institutional frameworks will be presented. As indicated in Figure.2.3.1, concrete targets 
will be determined based on common targets of this Action Program for each sector. 
The sectoral targets are examined based on the research data in other countries. 
Engineering sector shall play a major role accounting for 60% of the expected impact 
while enforcement, education and emergency shall account for 20%, 10%, and 10% of 
expected impacts, respectively. 

To reach these special targets, selected activities are proposed together with 
implementation and investment plan. While each Sector Action Program should meet 
particular requirements of their respective sectors, each Sector Action Program should 
also be in coordination with the other sector plans to ensure a cohesive and 
comprehensive Traffic Safety Action Program. 
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Figure 2.3.1 Targets from Master Plan to Action Program and Sectoral Plans  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Action Program: 

(i) Majority of road users (at least the same percentage of motorcycle users 
wearing helmet on the road, which is about 90%) have formed the 
inherent habit of respecting all traffic rules. 

(ii) A reduction of 5.2 - 6% in traffic accidents per year against previous year, 
in terms of the absolute number of fatalities. 

(iii) To strengthen basically the capability and functions of the organizations 
involved in road traffic safety and to develop completely most of new 
organizations and rules/regulations necessary to ensure sustainability of 
traffic safety measures.” 

Road Safety 
Environment 

Efficient Traffic 
Control and 
Enforcement 

Safe Driving and 
Vehicle 

Traffic Safety 
Education and 
Propaganda 

Medical 
Emergency 

Institutional 
Framework 

Master Plan: 

(i)  To reduce the number of fatalities into half (based on 2007 figures) or to 
reduce fatality rate per 100,000 population into less than 6.4%. 

(ii) To strengthen the capability and functions of the organizations involved in 
road traffic safety and to develop new organizations and rules/regulations 
necessary to ensure sustainability of traffic safety measures. 

Sectoral Targets 

 
Sector 

Share of Impact
(Target) Priority Program (Focus Areas) 

Engineering 60% 
(15%) 

  50% of the blacks spots on NH eliminated  
  Reduce 30% of M/C accident (fatality) on NH 
  Reduce 15% of Pedestrian and Bicycle on NH 
  Reduce 15% of Pedestrian and Bicycle in the urban areas  

Enforcement 20% 
(5%) 

  Strict enforcement for flagrant law violations 
  Modernization of enforcement equipment 

Education 10% 
(2.5%) 

  Traffic Culture development (community) 
  Improvement of school education institution 

Emergency 10% 
(2.5%) 

  Reduction by 2.5% in the No. of fatalities in hospital 
  Disseminate pre-hospital care and 115 system  

License, Inspection - 
 Preparatory works for new license and vehicle registration 

system for both of M/C and Car 

Institution - 
  NTSC administrative enhancement  
  Traffic Safety Foundation 
  Human resource development  

Source: JICA Study Team 
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3 ROAD TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

3.1 Outline of the Engineering Action Program 

1) Target Indicator to Reduce Accident 

As mentioned in the Master Plan, the following are the set target indicators for the 
reduction of traffic accidents:  

• Fatalities rate per 100,000 population less than 6.4 %, and 

• Fatalities rate per 100,000 vehicles less than 1.2 – 1.8 %. 

In order to achieve the above indicator, fatality rate per year should be approximately 
reduced by 5% compared to that of the previous year, with the total number of fatalities 
lowered to 10,000 in 2013 from 12,800 fatalities in 2007 (Table 3.1.1). 

Table 3.1.1  Target Reduction in Traffic Accident by 2013 during the Action Program Period  

Number of Accidents Number of Vehicle 
(000) Fatality Rate 

Year 
Accident Fatality Injured 

Population 
(000) 

Car Motorbike /100,00 person /10,000 vehicle 
2005 14,711 11,535 12,013 83,119 891 16,087 13.9 6.79 
2006 14,727 12,757 11,288 84,156 973 18,616 15.1 6.51 
2007 13,985 12,800 10,266 85,200 1,107 21,721 15.0 5.61 

  - 5% 
/ year 

 + 1% 
/ year 

+ 10% 
/ year 

  

2013 - 10,000 - 89,546 1,783 34,982 11.2 2.72 
Source:  Accident Data from MOPS. 

Approximately 50% of traffic accident in Vietnam occurs on the national road, followed 
by 20% on the urban roads which are expected to increase with the rapid increase in 
urbanization and motorization. Thus, focus should be given on developing traffic 
accident measures for national and urban roads. Implementation of the Master Plan 
shall begin with the development of a 5-year action program, as follows: 

(i) National Road 

• Number of black spots in 2012 on national highway network will be reduced by 
50% as compared to year 2007. 

• Number of fatalities in 2012 caused by motorcycle accidents on national 
highway network will be reduced by 30% compared to year 2007. 

• Number of accidents in 2012 involving pedestrians and bicycle users on 
national highway network will be reduced by 15% as compared to year 2007. 

(ii) Urban Road 

• Number of accidents in 2012 on urban roads will be reduced by 15% as 
compared to year 2007. 

2) Outline of Contents of Action Program 

An action program for road infrastructure traffic safety development is formulated to 
achieve the above target accident reduction not only through physical infrastructure 
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improvement but as well as institutional scheme, design guideline development, and 
capacity development program. Table 3.1.2 presents the outline of the 5-year action 
program in the road transport infrastructure development sector. 

Table 3.1.2  Summary of Action Program for Road Infrastructure Development 

Program Program Components 

1. Black Spot Improvement  
 

1) Establishment of practical criteria to identify black spot. 
2) Conduct of capacity development program for black spot 

management under WB and JBIC Traffic Safety Project. 
3) Formulation of trainer training framework for engineers of RRMU 

and PDOT 

2. Traffic Safety Audit System 
Development  

1) Establishment of an executive guideline (Pre-F/S, F/S, D/D and 
operation stage) to coordinate with a technical assistance program 
under WB Traffic Safety Project. 

2) Conduct of capacity development program on pilot traffic safety 
audit under WB Traffic Safety Project. 

3. Traffic Safety Corridor 
Development  

1) Formulation of a prioritized process to implement traffic safety 
corridor restoration from aspects of accident severity, traffic 
condition and roadside condition. 

2) Establishment of database system to back-up implementation. 
3) Establishment of institutional/legal framework of enforcing illegal 

dwellers and public consultation system for smooth implementation.
4) Preparation of amendment / supplement of legal provision to 

accelerate prioritized section. 

4. Highway Traffic Safety Facility 
Enhancement  

1) Implementation of physical infrastructure improvement project on 
national highway to include: 

- Intersection improvement in accordance with (to be specified) 
design standards. 

- Lane separation by vehicle type in accordance with (to be 
specified) design standards. 

- Upgrading of safety facility on railway crossing. 
- Strengthening of countermeasure for night-time accident on 

high-traffic and high-risk sections. 
2) Establishment of practical and technical criteria to support the 

programs: 
- Technical design standards to clarify level of intersection 

improvement; geometrical improvement, installation of signal 
system and grade-separation improvement, depending on 
traffic conditions. 

- Design criteria for provision of lane separation by vehicle type 
to be considered a traffic rule on lane separation in accordance 
with traffic conditions. 

5. Vulnerable Road User 
Accident Prevention  

1) Implementation of physical infrastructure improvement project on 
national highway in cooperation with people at the local levels: 
- Provision of pedestrian path and bicycle path at necessary 

road sections based on to be specified design criteria. 
- Installation of pedestrian crossing facility at necessary road 

sections based on to be specified design criteria. 
2) Establishment of technical criteria to install or provide the above 

pedestrian/bicycle safety facility in accordance with traffic condition.
3) Formulation of education program or campaign program to support 

the above infrastructure measures. 
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Program Program Components 

6. Expressway Safety 
Development  

1) Establishment of responsible and supervising department in MOT. 
2) Establishment of traffic regulation/rule and operation rule of 

expressway. 
3) Formulation of a traffic operation/management standard and a 

technical standard of traffic safety facility/device by MOT. 
4) Establishment of traffic safety assurance framework on expressway 

project or operation with the use of traffic safety audit system. 

7. Road Work Traffic Safety 
Development  

1) Establishment of a road construction work traffic safety guideline to 
be utilized for traffic safety audit during construction stage. 

2) Implementation of a pilot performance-based maintenance project 
on selected section which has high risk of accident, and then 
establishing a performance standard/requirement for maintenance 
work, to realize proper maintenance system on major national 
highway. 

3) Installation of vehicle weight station to mitigate accident related to 
overloading vehicles. 

8. Traffic Safety Monitoring and 
Maintenance  

1) Establishment of a traffic safety benefits evaluation guideline to 
include damage loss circulation method. 

2) Formulation of traffic safety monitoring/evaluation framework after 
conduct of physical infrastructural measure. 

9. Urban Road and Urban 
Bypass Traffic Safety 
Development  

 

1) Improvement and upgrading of safety measures on intersection to 
include ensure safe pedestrian road crossing. 

2) Formulation of phasing manual and technical guideline for signal 
control system to strengthen capacity of traffic control by traffic 
management authority (traffic police) as well as road management 
authority (TUPWS/PDOT/VRA), aimed to upgrade signal control 
system toward line control and area-wide control. 

3) Establishment of trainer training system for capacity development 
on signal control. 

4) Promotion of the following road infrastructure improvements related 
to overtaking/changing lane accident: 
- Installation of portable centre median facility on route or 

section of high frequency for overtaking accident. 
- Provision of bicycle path to mitigate accident risk due to mix 

traffic and implementation of a safety campaign. 
- Introduction of bus priority lane system on peak hour to 

mitigate accident risk due to mix traffic. 
- Development of urban planning and institutional framework to 

create parking space, in order to reduce on-street and sidewalk 
parking of motorcycles. 

5) Conduct of urban bypass planning integrated with assurance of 
traffic safety corridor and traffic safety audit to introduce traffic 
impact assessment scheme. 

10. Human Resource 
Development  

1) Formulation of a technical guidebook for black spot treatment 
practice to support road management agency and design engineer.

2) Formulation of a technical manual on traffic safety audit to support 
design works by the engineer and practice by auditor. 

Source:  JICA Study Team 
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3.2 Black Spot Improvement  

1) Targets 

The following are the targets for the black spot improvement plan during the 5-year 
action program period: 

• Formulation of cooperative mechanism between traffic police and road 
management authority. 

• Establishment of practical criteria that can objectively identify position/location of 
black spot. 

• Capacity building for VRA on black spot management by utilizing capacity 
development scheme under WB/JBIC Traffic Safety Project. VRA will then be 
encouraged to transfer technical skills at the local levels. 

2) Program Components 

(i) Establishment of a Cooperative Mechanism between Traffic Police and Road 
Management Authority 

Information sharing of traffic accident records by Traffic Police should be an 
essential requirement for road management authorities to effectively implement 
black spot improvement through appropriate traffic safety measures. Thus, 
disclosure scheme of traffic accident records should be prioritized in the proposed 
black spot improvement system. 

In the current road safety management, the traffic police only perform enforcement 
activities in the traffic management/safety facilities, which are installed by 
VRA/TUPWS/PDOT. However, since the traffic police are responsible in handling 
traffic accidents onsite, where most of the information can be collected, it is 
reasonable and necessary to give the traffic police authority and responsibility in 
traffic management planning and installation of traffic safety facilities. 

The following actions are proposed to enhance cooperative mechanism between 
traffic police and road management authority: 

• MOT and MOPS will enter into an accident record disclosure agreement by the 
end of 2008. Data format, timing of disclosure, information style, etc. shall be 
specified in the agreement. 

• Disclosure of traffic accident records on national highways to VRA/RRMU will 
start in the beginning of 2009. 

• Disclosure of traffic accident records on provincial roads to PDOT/TUPWS will 
begin in mid-2009. 

• Traffic Accident Database System under VRSP-1 financed by World Bank will 
be formulated in accordance with accident record disclosure agreement 
between MOT and MOPS. 

• Authority and responsibility with regards the planning, installation, operation, 
and maintenance for traffic management/safety facilities will be redefined 
between MOT and MOPS by the end of 2012. 
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(ii) Formulation of Practical Criteria for Black Spot Identification 

black 

nt is therefore aimed at formulating the criteria for black spot 

ata on black spot identification based on black 

• e the lead agency in the formulation of practical technical criteria for 

• ience Dept. of MOT will organize the preparatory working 

• provement Project by 

(iii) Str lack Spot Management  

ck spot engineering 

gh the WB and JBIC’s respective traffic safety projects 

h a responsible unit for black spot improvement within 2008. 

• 

 will be implemented in both projects 

The biggest challenge to black spot improvement is the unclear definition of 
spot position, section and intersection. According to the review conducted on black 
spot improvement by VRA/RRMU in the Decision No.13/2005/QD-BGTVT, the 
black spot identification varies considerably from department to department or from 
person to person due to lack of information on accident records and vague criteria 
of black spot location. 

This program compone
identification with priority on implementing unified identification process among 
different concerned departments: 

• VRA will collect information/d
spot identification procedures in the past years. RRMU will then review criteria 
used on black spot identification conducted in the past until end of 2008 which 
will then become the basis in determining issues on black spot identification 
process. 

VRA will b
black spot identification by the end of 2009. Various technical parameters such 
as road classification, traffic volume, facility and road conditions, speed 
regulation, etc. should be taken into consideration in the definition of black spot 
position, section. 

Technology & Sc
group in charge of updating the criteria in coordination with related research 
institutes and submit these criteria to MOT for approval. 

Since VRSP-1 by World Bank as well as Traffic Safety Im
JBIC includes black spot analysis on the project route which shall utilize foreign 
consultants, TSMPU should coordinate with these programs in the formulation 
of black spot technical criteria. 

engthening VRA Capacity on B

In order to establish itself as the authority and champion of bla
management of the road network system, the capacity of responsible unit in VRA 
should be strengthened. 

In the next 5 years, throu
capacity development programs (Figure 3.2.1), VRA staff will be trained on black 
spot management. This program subcomponent therefore proposes that an 
effective downstream training be implemented to strengthen concerned agencies at 
the provincial level. 

• VRA will establis
The black spot improvement component in WB VRSP-1 and the engineering 
component in JBIC traffic safety project also required the establishment of such 
responsible unit in VRA. 

VRA will undertake the black spot improvement project by WB and JBIC and 
then the capacity development programs
coordinated by TSPMU. At the outset, coordination with WB and JBIC capacity 
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• 

tices by REMU and then conduct evaluation 

• 

09. 

ers will then be expected to incorporate knowledge and skills in 

• 

 support PDOT during the 

Figu

development programs should be established to ensure that program contents 
include the trainers’ training scheme wherein VRA may conduct training for 
RRMU and Provincial engineers. 

Parallel with capacity development programs by WB and JBIC, VRA will review 
past black spot improvement prac
of improvement results until the end of 2009. Method and format of evaluation 
may be revised to incorporate black spot improvement programs of WB/JBIC 
Project. 

RRMU will establish a responsible unit for black spot improvement within the 
end of 20

• Responsible unit in VRA will conduct training to RRMU engineers in 2010. 
RRMU engine
their implementation of black spot improvement. 

Responsible unit in RRMU will conduct training for engineers of Provincial 
Department of Transport (PDOT) in 2011 and
analysis/planning stage up to evaluation stage of the black spot improvement 
implementation which will be undertaken by PDOT. 

re 3.2.1  Hierarchical Trainers Training for Black Spot Improvement 

WB
B

(NH-1, NH-51)

 Vietnem Road Safety Project Phase-1
lack Spot Improvement Component

JBIC Traffic Safety Improvement Project
Black Spot Improvement Program

(NH-3, NH-5, NH-10, NH-18)

VRA Headquater
(Black Spot Management Unit)

Training Training

VRA RRMU office
(Black Spot Management Unit)

Depertment of Transport office
(Province Level) Depertment of Transport office

(Province Level)

Training Training Training

Training
Training

Ma
na

ge
m

en
t L

ev
el

Na
tio

na
l R

oa
d

Pr
ov

in
cia

l R
oa

d

 
  Source: JICA Study Team 

3) Implementation Plan  

Table 3.2.1 shows the schedule of implementation of black spot improvement program 
e years. components in the next fiv
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Table 3.2.1 Implementation Schedule of Black Spot Improvement Program 
Year 

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

[Implementing Black Spot Improvement on National Highway by VRA]       
Establishment of a Cooperative Mechanism between Traffic Police and Road Management Authority 

1) Preparation of agreement on traffic accident record disclosure 
between MOPS and MOT. 

      

2) Commencement of traffic accident record disclosure between 
VRA/RRMU and Provincial/City Traffic Police for National. 

      

3) Commencement of traffic accident record disclosure between 
PDOT/TUPWS and Provincial/City Traffic Police. 

      

4) Establishment of Traffic Accident Database System by WB 
VRSP-1 

      

5) Promotion of black spot improvement coordination between road 
management authority and traffic police 

      

Formulation of Practical Criteria for Black Spot Identification 

1) Review of present black spot identification criteria        
2) Implementation of black spot improvement pilot project including 

training/capacity development for engineers 
      

- Black spot improvement (NH-1,51) under WB VRSP-1       
- JBIC Traffic Safety Improvement Project (NH-3, 5, 10, 18)       

3) Formulation of practical criteria       
Strengthening VRA Capacity on Black Spot Management  

1) Developing human resource/techniques/expertise exchange 
system related to black spot improvement 

      

- Establishment of responsible unit for black spot improvement in 
VRA  

      

- Review and analysis of past black spot practices        
- Training of VRA engineers under the JBIC/WB Project       
- Establishment of responsible unit for black spot improvement in 

RRMU offices 
      

- Training of RRMU engineers by VRA        
2) Promotion of black spot improvement implementation at the level 

of the local governments 
      

- Training of PDOT engineers by VRA RRMU       
- Black spot improvement of provincial roads by PDOT        

Source: JICA Study Team 

3.3 Traffic Safety Audit System Development  

1) Targets  

Traffic Safety Audit (TSA) system is regulated by MOT Decision 
No.23/2007/QD-BGTVT. However, since there are still no clear implementing guidelines 
such as executive structure, scheduling, evaluation item, and criteria, this audit system 
is still not being implemented at present.  

This TSA development program is therefore aimed at establishing executive guidelines 
for implementation of the TSA on national highways in the next five years. 
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• safety 
in each pro ation phase by MOT. 

Formulation of safety audit implementatio n ti ig  t p t 
n  for im lemen ation  VRA

enta on of safety audit o con uct c pacity 
nt program in WB VRSP-1. 

xecutive TSA Guideline 
the revised TSA guideline should be 

nic l revie  syst  by terna onsu ant or 
t implementation system mentioned in 

pot Improvement Plan, as follows; 

tudy (Pre-F/S , F S nd de ailed design (D/D) stages, 
ate with Pre-F/S, F/S or D/D review to be 

e external consultant and persons. 

e, TSA is executed to be an extension of the black 
ntation. 

 Process of TSA 

of Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D of above road rehabilitation/ 
n project usually carry out a technical review 

conducted by an external agency. Study Team is recommending that 
arallel with the p ocess of the said exte view as 

1. The following points should be taken into 
id ine formulation: 

・ In Pre-F/S or F/S stage, that which is able to carry out TSA will be 
. The said criteria is recommende ith traffic 

ss ication  traffic ssess ent i Initial 
Environment Examination (IEE) or Environmental Impact Assessment 

 on. 

tudy Team recommends that the project 
implementing agency should be obligated to conduct the traffic safety 

 output and EIA study, and to take the 
n. 

・ The standard item and criteria to evaluate traffic safety assessment by 

Preparation/formulation of executive guidelines and criteria to evaluate traffic 
ject implement

• 

with black spot improvement scheme a
n pla on na onal h hway o com lemen

d p t by . 

• Strengthening capacity for implem
developme

ti   t d a

2) Program Components 

(i) Revision of TSA Guideline 

(1) Perspectives on the E
The Study Team recommends that 
harmonized with the existing tech
person and black spot improveme

a
n

w em ex l c lt

preceding subsection on Black S

- On pre-feasibility s ) / a t
TSA is executed to collabor
conducted by th

- During operational stag
spot improvement impleme

(2) Executing
(a) Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D Stage 

The results 
upgrade/new road constructio

 The 
TSA be conducted p r rnal re
shown in Figure 3.3.
consideration in the revised gu el

regulated d to be configured w
demand forecast, road cla if ,  safety a m n 

(EIA), and so

・ In the D/D Stage, the S

assessment based on the design
latest roadside development plan into consideratio

project implementing agency are given to the external safety auditor. 
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Fi regu  3.3.1  Proposed Executive Procedure of TSA during Pre-F/S, F/S, D/D Stage 

Investment (Pre-F/S) Report

Pre-F/S and F/S Stage

Detailed Design Stage

or F/S Report

Criteria to car
Safety Audi

ry out
t

IEE or EIA Report

Pre-F/S or F/S Review

Project Imprementation Side External Examination

No

Traffic Safety Audit

Yes

Criteria of EvaluationEnd of Pre-F/S or F/S

Detailed Design Documents

Traffic Safety Assessment

EIA Report

Detailed Design Review

Project Imprementation Side External Examination

Latest Road-side
Development Plan

Traffic Safety Audit

Criteria of EvaluationEnd of Detailed Design
 

A Study Team Source:  JIC

(b) Operatio

The
exe
in F

c 
accident, work scale of black spot treatment. 

・ The standard item and criteria are also given to the external safety 
auditor. In TSA, a series of process from black spot analysis to black 
spot treatment design is apprised by the auditor. 

n Sage 

 Study Team recommends that TSA during operation stage should be 
cuted as part of routine procedure in the black spot treatment as shown 
igure 3.3.2. 

・ Whether the external audit is organized or not should be assessed from 
the regulated criteria that may be indicated such as severity of traffi
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Figure 3.3.2  Proposed Executive Procedure of TSA during Operation Stage 

Traffic Accident Data

Black Spot Analysis

Traffic Volume Data

Project Imprementation Side External Examination

Traffic Safety Audit

Criteria of EvaluationImplementation

Criteria of Black Spot

Black Spot Identification

Criteria to carry out
Safety Audit

Black Spot Treatment Planning / Design

Monitoring / Evaluation

No Yes

Operation Stage

Source: JICA Study Team 

(3) Responsible Agency 
MOT will have the responsibility in preparing and issuing the executive T
guideline. However, VRA will fully cooperate with MOT in the exanimation of 
guideline during operation stage since the said examination should 
collaborated to formulate the technical guideline of black spot improvement
mentioned earlier in Practical Technical Guideline Formulation subsection. 

 

SA 

be 
 as 

 of TSA will be issued by the end of 2009 by the MOT. 

(4) k Spot Analysis and Identification 
Sev
blac
pre entative evaluation indexes of simple criteria, from which 
are
losses.
in Table nalysis and the criteria of 
blac

 

 

The revised guideline

Suggestion on Blac
eral methods, which are to analyze available accident data and to identify 
k spots, have long been used to detect road safety deficiencies. Table 3.1.1 

sents the repres
 analyzed the data on the number of accidents, traffic volume and economic 

 The Study Team recommends introducing the objective index as given 
 3.3.1 should be introduced in the black spot a

k spot identification. 
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Table 3.3.1 Evaluation Index for Accident Data 
Index Outline 

Accident 
Frequency 

n

f
f j
ip

∑
=   

f ip = average accident frequency 
f j = accident frequency at site j of a reference population 
n = number of sites 

[Advantages] 
- simplicity of the criterion; 
- sites with high accident frequency are necessarily detected. 

[Disadvantages] 
- basis towards high traffic volume sites; 
- does not take into account accident severity; 
- does not take into account the random nature of accidents. 

Accident 
Rate 

jj

6
i

j QPL25.362
10f

R
×
×

=  

R j = average rate of site j (acc./Mveh-km)  
f j = accident frequency at site j 
P = period of analysis (years) 
L j = section’s length of site j (km) 
Q j = average annual daily traffic of site j (AADT) 

[Advantages] 
- take into account traffic exposure; 
- is the most widely used identification criterion, which facilities comparison. 

[Disadvantages] 
- traffic volume must be known at each site; 
- does not take into account the random nature of accidents; 
- bias toward low-traffic roads (a random variation of a few accident per period will 

significantly modify the accident rate volume at such sites); 
- does not take into account accident severity; 
- assumes a linear relationship between traffic volume and accidents; this may be a source 

of error. 

Critical 
Accident 

Rate 

jj

6

jj

6
pr

prjc QPL5.730
101

QPL25.365

10R
KRR

×
×

+
×

×
+=  

Rc j = critical accident rate at site j (acc./Mveh-km) 
Rr p = average accident rate at similar sites (acc./Mveh-km) 
K = statistical constant 
P = period of analysis (years) 
L j = section’s length of site j (km) 
Q j = average annual daily traffic of site j (AADT) 

[Advantages] 
- take into account the random nature of accidents; 
- take into account traffic exposure. 

[Disadvantages] 
- complexity of the method; 
- does not take into account accident severity; 
- assumes a linear relationship between traffic volume and accidents; this may be a source 

of error. 

Equivalent 
Property 
Damage 

Onl

ijij

EPDO j = equivalent property damage only index at site j 
W i = weighting factor for an accident severity i 
f ij = frequency of a severity i accident at site j y 

∑ ×= fwEPDO  
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Index Outline 
Index 

(EPDO Index) 
[Advantages] 

take into account accident severity; 
simplicity of the criterion. 

- 
-  random nature of accidents; 

rds high-speed sites such as rural roads. 

- 
- 

[Disadvantages] 
does not take into account traffic exposure; 
take into account the

- bias towa

Relative 
Severity 

Index 
(RSI) 

RS

cy of a type i accident at site j 

[Ad

nce of exogenous variables having an impact on accident severity. 

plex; 
- 
- ndom nature of accidents; 
-  as rural roads. 

∑ ×= CifI ijj  
RSI j = relative severity index at site j 
f ij = frequen
C i = average cost of a type i accident 

vantages] 
- take into account accident severity; 
- reduce the influe

[Disadvantages] 
- the development of the cost grid may be com

 exposure; does not take into account traffic
 radoes not take into account the

bias towards high-speed sites such

Accident 
Prediction 

Models 

j.I.P

tential for improvement at site j 

ntial for improvement. 
[Di

- 
ads. 

pjj ff −=  
P.I. j = po
f j = accident frequency at site j 
f pj = estimated accident frequency at site j 

[Advantages] 
- improves the accuracy of the estimated pote

sadvantages] 
- relatively complex; 

does not take into account the random nature of accidents; 
- bias towards high-speed sites such as rural ro

Empirical 
Bayesian 

.P

Methods 

pjEBjj ff.I −=  
P.I. j = potential for improvement at site j 
f EBj = EB adjusted accident frequency at site j 
f pj = estimated accident frequency at site j 

)ff(f irp
rp

j −+=  
s2

at site j 

f
f EBj

reference population) = 

f j = accident frequency 

f rp = average accident frequency (
n

f j∑
 

tion) = 

n = number of sites (reference population) 

s 2 = average accident frequency (reference popula
1n

)ff( 2
rpj

−

∑ −
 

m nature of accidents; 
tial for improvement. 

[Di

[Advantages] 
- take into account the rando
- improves the accuracy of the estimated poten

sadvantages] 
- relatively complex. 

Sou  Safet Association. 2003. 

 
 

 Promotio ent Authority 

rce:  Road y Manual, World Road 

(ii) n of TSA System to Road Managem
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The target of TSA Development Plan in 5 years is that TSA system is entrenched on 
the n way development project, therefore, the following action will be 

en to

• M A implementation plan on Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D stage 
in  with executive guideline by the end of 
200

• Fro hase of the selected project and 
nitor the results or output from the TSA. 

• By m A implementation plan for the existing 
roads  of practical black spot improvement 
g d review/analysis of past black spot practice (as listed in Table 
3.2  on the selected national road. 

 Stren

The pil gram of TSA will be carried out 
under ve executive 
guidelin d monitoring of TSA 

erformed in coordination with the 
activities of the der VRSP-1. 

3) Implementat

 3. the schedule of implementation of TSA development program 
onent

Tab tion Schedule of TSA Development Program 
Year 

ational high
tak  promote TSA System: 

OT will formu
cl

late the TS
uding budget allocation in accordance
9. 

m 2010, TSA will be conducted in each p
MOT will mo

id-2010, VRA will formulate the TS
ion in parallel with the formulat

uideline an
.1). TSA will then be conducted

(iii) gthening Implementation Capacity for TSA 

ot project and capacity development pro
WB VRSP-1. The Study Team recommends that the abo
e ing anformulation, implementation plann

ation on the national highways will be pimplement
Traffic Safety Audit Component un

ion Plan  

Table 3.2 shows 
comp s in the next five years. 

le 3.3.2  Implementa

Prog
9 2010 2011 2012 2013

ram Components 
2008 200

Revision of Traffic Safet e       y Audit (TSA) Guidelin

1) Formulation of exe      cutive process and evaluation criteria by MOT  
- Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D stage        
- Operation stage        

2) Issuance of revisio       n on TSA guideline by MOT 

Promotion of TSA Sy       stem to Road Management Authority 

1) P  implementation plan on national highway       reparing TSA

- nd D/D st Pre-F/S, F/S a age (by MOT)        
- tage (by VR   Operation s A)       

2) Formulation of implementation plan on national highway       
TSA Pilot Project in WB VRSP-1       
1) TSA Pilot Project        
2) Capacity Development Program       

Source:  JICA Stud

1) Targets  

fic Safety Corridor 

y Team 

3.4 Traffic Safety Corridor Development  

Based on Decision No.1856/QD-TTg: Plan for Restoration of Traf
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date
safe

S  NH-1 (up to 2nd Quarter of 2008) 

S

Stage plementation of Clearing Operations (from 2010 to 2020) 

The l
compilin ationwide action program 
form a
conside
order to

• Prio lan from the 
national roads, traffic capacity, 

• 

• 

According to VRA survey, the cost of clearance and compensation for NH-1 safety 
roximately 

VND14,366 billion, approximately 50% of MOT’s 2008 investment budget for 
rehabilitation/improvement/upgrading p ts n l a n tal 

 17,000 km,  is recommended th t asid from nancial 
idere in the priorit ation o  natio al road 

the implementation plan: (1) severity of traffic accident, (2) traffic 
city and (3) over-access. Figure 3.4.1 illustrates this prioritization process 

ation criteria. 

ational highway from the traffic police, the 
s will be conducted ation ide. S verity fic accident may 

puted based on severity index formul  shown in 
 such as number of bl ck spots. 

raffic Capacity 
g of traffic capacity against the existing geometric condition of the 

lso deemed a risk factor to high occurrence of traffic accident. Thus, it 
is very important to balance traffic volume with road facility conditions such as 

 shoulder width. In addition, if the realistic 
evelopment plan for rehabilitation, improvement and upgrading are 

roved, this plan should be considered in the evaluation for prioritization of 

d 27 December 2007, MOT/VRA will re-establish the implementation plan on traffic 
ty corridor on the national highway which will be divided into three (3) stages:  

tage-1 : Pilot Implementation on

tage-2 : Nationwide Action Program Formulation (from 2nd Quarter of 2008 to 2010) 

-3 : Im

 pi ot implementation on NH-1 is now on its final phase and VRA is at present 
g a review report prior to the next stage which is the n

ul tion. The Study Team underscores that the following recommendations be 
red in the implementation of the action pan to be formulated by MOT/VRA in 
 ensure sustainability and investment effectiveness: 

ritization of national highway sections in the implementation p
perspective of current severity of traffic accidents on 
and over-access, as well as establishment of database as backup tools. 

Formulation of supporting institutional framework to enhance restoration process. 

Issuance of supplementary legal provisions for Decree No.186/2004/ND-CP: 
Prescribing the Management and Protection of Road Traffic Infrastructures in order 
to accelerate the implementation process. 

2) Program Components 

(i) Prioritization of Traffic Safety Corridor Restoration Perspective 

corridor restoration for its entire 2,300km length is estimated at app

rojec  on ationa highw y. Si ce to
length of national roads is  it a e fi
aspects, the following indicators be cons d iz f n
sections in 
capa
based on proposed evalu

(1) Severity of Traffic Accident 
After obtaining accident records on n
accident analysi  n w e of traf
be com  a Table 3.3.1 by 
considering accident factors a

(2) T
Overloadin
road is a

number of lane, carriageway/paved
road d
app
road sections.  
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ent 
fic demand 

ent 

ered in the evaluation: 

e of 

(c) Status or difficulty for land acquisition and compensation.  

Figu

JICA is at present conducting the Vietnam Transport Strategy Development 
Study (VITRANSS II). This study will formulate a road network developm
plan to consider the expressway network development based on traf
forecast. Therefore, the study’s recommendation on national road improvem
/upgrading may also be utilized as basis in the evaluation for prioritization of 
road sections. 

(3) Over-access 
One objective of maintaining safety corridor is to regulate anarchic road 
connection with main road to reduce risk of traffic accidents. Therefore, the 
number of road connection points to the main road should be an indicator in the 
prioritization process. The following items are consid

(a) Degree of reality or maturation value of land use development plan on 
roadside. 

(b) Existence of road-side service road or collector road, or maturation valu
this construction plan. 

re 3.4.1  Prioritizing Process in Traffic Safety Corridor Implementation Plan 

Evaluation C

Evaluation I team

Traffic Acident Data Traffic Volume

riteria

- Cuurent Status of GeometricCondition
   (Nimber of Lane, Lane/Shoulder Width,
    Padestrian/Bicycle Way, etc.)
- Road Development Plan
   (Rehabilitation, Improving/Up-grading,
     Bypass Construction)

Numbr of Connected
Road

- Number of B
- Accident Se
   (Evaluation I
     Accident R

lack Spot
verity Anaysis

ndex :Accident Frequency,
ate, Criteical Rate, etc)

- Roadside Land Use Develeopment Plan
- Extence of Service Road/Collector Road
- Status of Land Aquisition

Weighting and Score Rating

Prioritaization of Restoring Road Traffic Safety Corridor

Formulating Implementation Plan / Budgeting Plan

 
y Team 

ommendations for Safety Corridor Restoration  

Source:  JICA Stud

(ii) Rec

se Planning on Heavy-Accessed Sections 

/collector road is provided parallel with the main road, and then 

(1) Roadside Land-u
From traffic safety aspect, as well as to ensure smooth traffic flow and 
comfortable driving experience, the road connection with main road should be 
regulated along the heavy traffic, heavy-accessed sections such as 
commercial/ industrial zones and new residential development zones. Figure 
3.4.2 shows an example of roadside land use arrangement which may be 
described as follows: 

(a) Service road
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Figure 3.4.2 and Arrangement on Heavy Accessed Section 

connection with internal road and main road are controlled by service road/ 
collector road. 

(b) Access to service road/collector road from individual house, shop, factory 
should also be regulated in order to avoid congestion and illegal stopping or 
parking on service road/collector road. 

 Proposed L

Service Road / Collector Road

Traffic Safety Corridor Space

Main Road

Internal Road

 
Source: JICA Study Team 

(2) Amendment to/Supplement of Legal Provision 
The following are recommended to be taken into consideration in the 
amendment of or supplementation to the existing legal provisions related to 
safety corridor: 

(a) One of the objectives of the safety corridor is to ensure that the road 
infrastructure is protected from the outside. The expressway is constructed 
with full control access from the outside road by an interchange. And due to 
adopting higher standard in hydrological design, the road elevation is 
designed higher than the normal highway to ensure visual distance for 
traffic safety. Based on these technical perspectives, the required width of 
20 m may be flexibly applied. 

tional highways are expected to be improved and upgraded to be able to 
ure. Thus, required road 

rridor space. 

(iii) 5-y

The
cor

(1) 

valuation and prioritization of sections for implementation 

(b) Na
meet the increasing traffic demand in the fut
widening should be ensured by protecting the traffic safety co

ear Action Program 

 following action program is recommended in the implementation of traffic safety 
ridor restoration on national roads: 

Formulation of a Nationwide Implementation Plan 
(a) VRA will conduct e

on national highway until the middle of 2009. 
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(b) 
 nationwide implementation plan until the end of 2009. This 

aring operations, etc. 

stimation 

(c) 

3) Implem

Table 3.4.1
program co

 

Table 3.4.1 fety Corridor Development Program 
Year 

VRA will establish a database system to integrate all related information and 
to formulate the
database includes date of prioritization and examination mentioned above, 
inventory data, compensation price, number and location of illegal dwellers, 
progress on compensation, status of cle

(c) VRA and local authorities will conduct inventory survey and cost e
for compensation on priority section, and then complete to prepare and 
submit budgetary request form by the middle of 2010. 

(d) Compensation and clearing on selected priority section will commence from 
the middle of 2010 after approval of the budgetary request. 

(2) Establishment of Supporting Institutional Framework 
(a) In collaboration with related legal authorities, MOT will formulate legal 

framework for strengthening and strict enforcement of sanctions against 
returning illegal dwellers and then issue a directive on this legal framework 
to the provincial government by the middle of 2009. 

(b) VRA will formulate compensation framework for affected people, including 
determination of compensation price, executive organization, compensation 
process and schedule. The local authorities will formulate practical action 
program based on the said framework until the middle of 2010. 

(c) VRA will also formulate public consultation framework and the local 
authorities will establish implementation plan including employment 
practical action progam based on the said framework until the end of 2010. 

(3) Formulating Amendment to/Supplement for the Legal Provision 
(a) MOT/VRA will examine the technical issues and solutions to find out from 

the execution/monitoring pilot implementation on NH-1 and formulating 
works of nationwide action program by the middle of 2009. 

(b) In collaboration with related ministries, MOT/VRA will examine the technical 
issues and solutions in compliance with related legal framework on land use, 
urban development, industrial development, etc. by the end of 2009. 

MOT/VRA will formulate a draft amendment or supplement of legal 
provision for “Decree No.186/2004/ND-CP: Prescribing the Management 
and Protection of Road Traffic Infrastructures“ and submit to legal 
authorities by the middle of 2010. 

entation Plan 

 shows the schedule of implementation of traffic safety corridor development 
mponents in the next five years. 

 

 Implementation Schedule of Traffic Sa

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Formulation of Nationwi     de Action Implementation Plan   
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Year 
Program Components 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1) Examining Prioritizatio
Perspective 

n of Traffic Safety Corridor Restoration         

2) Development of database system        
3) Formulation of implementation action program        
4) Conduct of inventory s

budgetary form on prior
urvey for compensation and preparation of 
ity section of national highway 

       

5) Implementation o
selected priority s

f compensation plan and clearing operations on 
ection. 

       

Formulation of Supporti   ng Institutional Framework     
1) Formulation

enforcement of s
 of legal framework for strengthening and strict      

anctions against returning illegal dwellers. 
  

2) Establishment of compensation system         
3) Establishment of public consultation system       
Amendment to /Supplem    enting of Legal Provision     
1) Examination of te

implementation and na
chnical issues from monitoring of NH-1 pilot 

tionwide action program formulation. 
        

2) Examination of complia
use, urban developme

nce with related legal frame work of land 
nt, industrial development, etc. 

      

3) Formulation of draft am
and submission t

endment to/supplement of legal provision 
o legal authorities. 

       

Source:  JICA Study T

3.5 Hig

1) Targets

The highway traf
the engine
acciden
safety mea
achieve the

(i) Acc

The fo
enhanc ts: 

 spot in 2012 on national highway network will be reduced by 

ycle in 2012 on national highway network 
will be reduced by 30% as compared to year 2007. 

Infrastructure Improvement Level  

t 

• ovements on higher th ad na  h y e 
ith design standards to be specified. 

eam 

hway Traffic Safety Facility Enhancement  

  

fic safety facility enhancement plan should serve as a core program in 
ering sector. According to the accident records, approximately 50% of 

t occurs on the national highways. Therefore, the Study Team recommends that 
sures on national highway network will be intensively implemented to 
 following targets. 

ident Reduction on National Highway 

llowing two achievement targets are put in the traffic safety facility 
ement plan to reduce traffic acciden

• Number of black
50% compare to year 2007. 

• Number of fatality caused by motorc

(ii) 

In order to achieve the target of accident reduction, the following achievemen
targets for infrastructure improvement are put in the plan: 

All intersection impr an gr e-III tional ighwa  will b
completed in accordance w
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• All of high traffic volume sections on higher than grade-III national highway III 
ocumented to e  ta  t v  g  

0 p u; r e I: ,000
pcu) will be provided separate lanes for motorcycle/bicycle passing. 

crossings will have wa ing s na s alled while railway 
l highway will e rep c d ith au omatic opening and 

e are more than 10,000 vehicles/day and 
alled. 

reparation for T ff  Safe  

mentation of physical infrastructure improvement, the 
 standards/guid lines i suggested not only f r this highway 

ment plan but a o for lack s ot im ovem nt and 
e fo wing are the proposed sub-components, 

g esign Standards/Guideline 
 for updating in the standards/guidelin e 

 ropos  tha th S ience & Technology 
 and other related research agencies form a technical 

up among themselves and examine problems and issues on 
ubject on traffic safety subject and 

improve the design standards/guideline. 

 with Traffic Rule and Traffic Management 

ary for MOT to discuss with the Road & Railway Traffic 
ith traffic rule, traffic management/ 

(a) Installation guideline of regulatory/warning sign post or sign board at 

g is prohibited such as in congested town area 

ing sign post/board. 

 and equipment/device 

Tabl ure 

which have been d xceed the s ndard raffic olume iven in
TCN4054:2005 (Grade-III: 6,00 c  G ad -I 15  pcul Grade-I: 25,000 

• All railway rn ig l ystem inst
crossing on nationa b la e w t
shifting lifting barrier. 

• All of higher traffic section where ther
high accident risk sections will have lighting system inst

2) Program Components 

(i) Design Standards/Guidelines P ra ic ty

Before the imple
reexamination of design e s o
traffic safety facility enhance , ls b p pr e
TSA system development plan. Th
as follows: 

llo

(1) Recommendations on Improvin
Major items considered

 D
es ar

summarized in Table 3.5.1. It is p ed t e c
Department of MOT
working gro
existing design standards/guidelines for the s

(2) Integrity
It is critical for MOPS (traffic enforcers) to coordinate and arrive at a consensus 
with MOT (traffic management) on the proper use of installed safety facilities to 
ensure consistency of traffic regulation/rule with traffic management. For a 
parallel examination and preparation of safety facility design standards/ 
guidelines, it is necess
Police Bureau of MOPS the interface w
enforcement operation by Traffic Police. The following are proposed contents 
subject for discussion and consensus: 

location where there is change in speed limit. 

(b) Sections where overtakin
and curve section (beginning and end points should be provided with traffic 
signage); centerline marking and regulatory/warn

(c) Traffic signal system installation guideline
mechanical requirement from aspects of traffic management/enforcement. 

(d) Traffic regulation/rule as basis of safety measure to provide separate lanes 
by vehicle type. 

e 3.5.1  Recommended Items of Design Criteria on Safety Meas
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Safety Measure Suggestion of Supplement Criteria 

Selection of Intersection Type 

- Standard traffic volume on main road and crossroad to select 
intersection type; at-grade type without signal control, signal 
control type, grade-separation type. 

- Standard requirement for pedestrian/bicycle safety crossing 
measure (signal system, pedestrian bridge). 

Geome
Inte c

- Geometric standard of turn left or right lane length on general tric Design of 
- Standard traffic volume to provide turn left or right lane 

rse tion at-grade intersection. 
- Setting minimum lane width of turn left and right lane. 

- Establishing phasing control technical manu

Signal Control System 
etc.). 

al. 
- Standard requirement to install signal equipment in 

accordance with signal type (position, height, support type, 

- Standard mechanical requirement of device and interface to 
introduce integrated system in future. 

Intersection with Minor Road 
- Standard arrangement of speed reduction facility such as 

hump and rumble strip on connected miner roads. 

Traf
accordance with road classification and speed limit. 

fic Sign Installation  
- Standard size of sign post, sign board and character in 

Separat
Vehicle 

vide 

e Lane Provision by 
Type 

separate lane for motorcycle and bicycle 
- Standard lane width of motorcycle and bicycle. 
- Traffic rule and standard safety measure on left-turns of 

motorcycle. 

- Standard traffic volume and vehicle mix-rate to pro

Safety f
 pedestrian to provide pedestrian signal 

phasing requirement. 

or Pedestrian 

- Required condition to provide pedestrian path. 
- Standard width and technical requirement for pedestrian 

path. 
- Standard number of

system at intersection crossing and 

Busy-stop and Bus-bay Facility 
- Standard traffic volume and estimated bus passage to 

provide bus- bay facility. 
- Standard geometric guideline of bus- bay facility. 

Safety on Railway Crossing 

- Standard arrangement of safety facility to provide crossing 
facility, warning sign and signal system including lane 
marking arrangement according to traffic volume and number 
of train. 

- Standard traffic volume to be improved by separate-grade 
type of crossing. 

Safety o

late overtaking on curve section. 

ll safety facilities. 

- Traffic rule to regu

n Curve Section 
- Standard curve radius and other conditions to install warning 

sign, guardrail and detector. 
- Standard arrangement to insta

Safety on Hil
Section 

l & Mountainous 

- Standard traffic volume and vehicle mix-rate to provide 
climbing lane or passing place/waiting lane for heavy vehicle.

- Standard geometric criteria to provide climbing lane or 
passing place/waiting lane. 

- Standard arrangement of safety facility such as road 
marking, road stud and warning sign post/bard on overtaking 
regulated section. 

Source:  JIC

 
y

A Study Team 

(3) Activit  Plan 
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m recommends that  design to be 
integrated with impro e 
established and issued 

Scie
related research i  to 
establish the work design 

s/guideline

Technical issues to interface with traf nt/ 
enforcement will be solv Police 
Bureau of MOPS 
2009. 

rking grou ill submit draft design standards/guidelines to 
Technology & Scie T 
by the end of 2009. 

sign instruction 
fic f 2010. 

of stan ty Design 
Standard will be co

men

(1) Safety Measure on In
Figure 3.5.1 shows th de based on 
analysis by Police Aca rence 

t turning is 25.8%, 32.5% nd 
motorcycle, respective
mitigate such accident

id

The Study Tea  a booklet on road traffic safety
ved standards/guidelines and existing one will b
for use by road engineers in Vietnam.  

nce Department of MOT will (a) Technology & lead in organizing the 
nstitute to examine the problems and issues and
ing groups by subject which will prepare the 

standard

(b) 

s until the end of 2008. 

fic rule and traffic manageme
ed to discuss with Road & Railway Traffic 

and authorized with MOPS and MOT by the middle of 

ps w(c) Each wo
nce Department of MOT, which will be approved by MO

(d) Integration de standards/guideline and preparation of 
manual for traf
Preparation 

safety design will be completed by the middle o
dard drawings and a booklet on Traffic Safe

mpleted. 

(ii) Intersection Improve t 

tersection 
e accident type by vehicle movement mo
demy. This figure indicates that the accident occur

rate from lef  and 19.0% for passenger car, truck a
ly. Intersection improvement is therefore suggested to 
. 

Figure 3.5.1  Acc ent Type by Vehicle Movement Mode 

0% 10% 20% 30%

Motorcycle

Passenger Car

Ve
hi

cl
e 

Ty
p

40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Other

Trucke

Percentage of Accidnet by Vehicle Movement

Direct Advance

Left Turn

Right Turn

Left Overtaking

Right Overtaking

Other

25.8%

32.5%

19.0%

13.8%

 
 Accident Data (2001) form

The following measures s, 
where traffic accidents o

 the intersection geometric structure to harmonize with design 
criteria of TCVN 4054: 2005 Highway Specifications for Design on higher 

III national highway. 

Source:  Police Academy 

 will be executed on the grade-III national highway
ccur: 

(a) Completion of

than grade-
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ation to the 

(2) Pro
(a) 

t mentioned turn-right lane. From financial perspective, 

rsection geometric design. 

ay Design Specification 

The criteria to provide right/left-turning lane on Japan Highway Design 
able 3.5.2. For further reference, the road 

n the truck road, except the case of the road of which 
e of left turning is 

ng rate of right-turning vehicle 
  t-turning vehicle 

 
 

(b) Installation of signal control system at all intersection shall be required by 
the specific criteria on higher than grade-III national highway. 

(c) Promotion of grade-separation improvement at the required loc
specified criteria on higher than grade-III national highway. 

viding Right/Left-turning Lane 
Recommendation on the Preparation of Supplemental Design Criteria 

A standard design chart to select intersection type is given in Clause 11.1.4 
of TCVN 4054: 2005 Highway Specifications for Design based on annual 
daily traffic volume on main road and connected road. However, in order to 
achieve realistic progress in intersection improvement, the formulation of 
the following supplemental criteria is being recommended: 

・ TCVN 4054:2005 has specified only turn-right channel with channelized 
island and did no
the standard traffic volume to provide turn-right lane should be given in 
the design specification. 

・ Traffic volume percentage of left/right turn on main road should be 
specified to at-grade inte

(b) Criteria of Japan Highw

Standard is summarized in T
classification by Japan Highway Design Standard are listed in the Volume 4: 
Appendices. 

From the perspectives of mitigating risk of traffic accident related to 
left-turning and preventing to decrease traffic volume, the left-turning lane is 
basically provided o
traffic volume is less than 200 vehicle/hour and percentag
less than 20%. 

For the geometric design of right-turning, the right turn lane or turn-right 
channel are designed from the traffic capacity analysis on intersection, 
which calculates the following saturated traffic flow rate: 

SA = SB x αw x αG x αT x αRT x αLT 

where, SA: saturated traffic flow rate on actual lane (vehicle/blue signal 1 
hour)  

   SB: standard traffic volume of saturated traffic flow rate (pcu/blue 
   signal 1 hour) 
    αw: correction factor by lane width 
    αG: correction factor by inclination 
    αT: correction factor by mixing rate of heavy vehicle 
    αRT: correction factor by mixi

  αLT: correction factor by mixing rate of lef

Table 3.5.2  Criteria of Providing Right/left-turning Lane in Japan  
Highway Design Specification 
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Turn Direction Contents of Criteria 

Turn Lef  following 

ur on the 

, 

0 vehicle/day) 
sign speed is 

t Lane Turn left lane is provided on at-grade intersection except on the
conditions: 
• No permit to turn right. 
• Intersection has enough traffic capacity at traffic peak ho

following classified road: 
- Category-III Class-VI Road (hill/mountainous section of national road

provincial road or district road: less than 4,000 vehicle/day, or flat 
section of district road: less than 1,500 vehicle/day) 

- Category -III Class-V Road (district road: less than 500 vehicle/day) 
- Category -VI Class-III Road (provincial road or district road: less than 

4,000 vehicle/day) 
- Category -IV Class-VI Road (district road: less than 50

• Few traffic volume intersection of 2-lane road of which de
less than 40 km/hour 
(design traffic volume is less than 200 vehicle/hour and percentage of left 
turning is less than 20%) 

Turn Right Lane Turn left lane is provided on at-grade intersection except on the following 
conditions: 
• High traffic volume to turn right at intersection which has acute angle of 

more than 60 degrees. 
• Right-turning traffic volume is sand out. 
• High speed of right-turning. 
• Both of right-turning vehicles and pedestrian to cross on the right side 

crossroad are high volume. 

Source: 

zed controlling intersection, the traffic capacity is obtained in 

e rate of blue signal 

 the intersection 
ge ng recommended, followed by the 
promotion of traf ation. 

(c)  

To da  of 
signalized control system on intersecti t specified in Vietnam’s 
High eemed necessary and imperative 
that t

As a at require 
inst Standard. It 
should be noted though that the traffic characteristics between Japan and 

rsection 
in accordance with the tr Vietnam is established, the 

Highway Design Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association 

At the signali
accordance with signal cycle time length as follows: 

C = S i x g i = S x (G i / C) 

where,  C :  traffic capacity (vehicle/ hour) 
    S i :  saturated traffic flow rate on inflow (vehicle/blue signal 1 hour) 
    g i:  tim
    G I :  time of blue signal (sec) 
     C :  total signal cycle time length (sec) 

The introduction of the above technical aspects in
ometric design in Vietnam is bei

fic safety measures for implement

Signalized Control System at Intersection 

te, the standard traffic volume that shall require the installation
on is no

way Design Specification. Thus, it is d
 said cri eria is prepared and issued. 

 reference, Table 3.5.3 shows the standard traffic volumes th
allation of signal system based on Japan Highway Design 

Vietnam are different, especially with regard to the rate of mixed motorcycle 
traffic. When the gnal controlling inte proposed design criteria for si

affic characteristics of 
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ction that has high accide roved through installation 
ign

Table 3. olume to Install Signal System 
esign Specification 

interse nt risk will be imp
of a s alized control system. 

5.3  Standard Traffic V
in Japan Highway D

Peak Hour Traffic Volume 
(vehicle / hour / both direction) 

Connected Road 
Number of Lan
on Main Road 

-lane 

e 
Location 

Main Road 
2-lane 4

650 300 - 
750 230 - Rural/Suburb 

Area 
1,000 160 - 

750 350 - 
800 270 - 

2-lane 

1,200 190 - 

Town/City 
Area 

800 300 360 
900 230 280 

1,200 160 190 
Rural/Suburb 

Area 

1,500 120 140 
900 350 420 

1.000 270 320 
1,400 190 220 

4-lane 

1,800 140 160 

Town/City 
Area 

S

(d) Grade Sep

In principle, from the financial perspective, signalized control system should 
 

ff
 

ved or may be 

trategic highway due to Vietnam 

(e) 

ource: Highway Design Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association 

aration Improvement 

be prioritize rchange improvement and as a
eam however recommends that the 

d over grade-separation for inte
tra ic safety measure. The Study T
grade-separation improvement measures should be implemented instead
on the following conditions: 

・ In principle, intersection where both of main road and crossroad have 
more than 4-lanes is a candidate for grade separation improvement. 

・ Intersection where the traffic volume has achie
forecasted to exceed the traffic capacity by signalized control system 
will be planned for grade-separation improvement. 

・ Even though the crossroad has only 2-lane, intersection to have high 
risk of traffic accident and obstruction of traffic flow may be planned for 
grade-separation improvement on s
transportation policy such as Grade-I or Grade-II National Highway. 

In addition, with regards to grade separation, MOT should develop a design 
standard related to traffic capacity on road and intersection as a priority 
issue. 

Activity for the 5-year Action Program  

The following action program is recommended to implement the 
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rtment of MOT will organize the creation of 
 guidelines 

which titutes to establish the 
supplemental design criteria  traffic capacity 

on and stan ersection type 
ill be submitted t approv  of 2009. 

・ Parallel to the above examination of design criteria, VRA/RRMU will 
cooperate conducting traffic volume count survey at all 
intersections crossing with national, provincial and district roads and 

er traffic commune roads on higher than grade-III National Highway 

・ With the support of VRA/MOT  the RRMU will prepare an 
implementation plan, including a financial plan for intersection 
improvement in accordance with al design criteria, and 
submit to nd of 200

・ VRA will cooperate with MOT in the formulation of the action program, 
 financial allocation plan, and submit to MOT approval 

iddle of 2010, and then implement the intersection improvement 
program on higher than grade-III National Highway. 

(iii) Lane Separation by Vehicle Type Improvement Plan 

(1) Separate Lane on Highway 
The ver e 

hway in Vietnam. And due to this traffic 
cha
has
per
this
imp ent which should be promoted in Vietnam. 

Fig
by the ith 
diffe
high co
be dee f lane separation by 
vehicle type i

(2) Target 
The fol

(a) Nat

(b) 

ade-I is 25,000 pcu). 

ccordance with traffic volume to be 
specified in the design criteria. 

intersection improvement on national roads: 

・ Technology & Science Depa
working groups responsible for the development of new

will be composed of related research ins
for geometric design,

calculati method dard traffic volume of int
which w o MOT for al by the middle

 with PDOT in 

high
by the middle of 2009. 

,

 said supplement
VRA by the e 9. 

including the
by m

 for 

y high traffic volume of motorcycle mixed traffic rate is evidently th
most major feature of traffic on hig

racteristic, it is also expected that motorcycle as the cause of traffic accident 
 the highest percentage. As shown in Figure 3.5.2, since 2001, the 
centage of motorcycle accident is almost 70% of total accident. Thus, given 
 accident situation, safety measures against motorcycle accident is the most 
ortant traffic safety improvem

ure 3.5.3 shows the accident character of collision type by vehicle conducted 
Police Academy. This shows that the accident rate of collision w

rent vehicle types such as motorcycle with bicycle or car with bicycle is very 
mpared with other countries. Since mixed-traffic on the same lane may 
med to be the biggest reason for this, the provision o

s promoted on the national highway. 

Roads in the Provision of Lane Separation  
lowing highway section is recommended for lane separation: 

ional highway higher than grade-III. 

Traffic volume exceeds the standard volume given in TCN4054:2005 
Highway Specification of Design (grade-III is 6,000 pcu, grade-II is 15,000 
pcu, gr

(c) Separate lane for bicycle is provided in a
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How
the estoration 
sho  

Figure

ever, due to budgetary constraints, prioritization process as discussed in 
 preceding section on prioritization for traffic safety corridor r
uld be considered in the formulation of implementation plan. 

 3.5.2  Cause of Traffic Accident by Vehicle Type (2001-2006) 

0% 10%

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Ye
ar

 Type

66.7%

65.9%

66.2%

66.5%

69.2%

Car

Motorcycle

other

66.9%

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Accidnet Cause by Vehicle
 

Source: MOPS 

Figure 3.5.3  Percentage of Collision Type by Vehicle 
M/C : Motorcy cle, B/C : Bicy cle, P/S : Pedestrian

0% 10

1

% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Vehicle Collision Type

M/C w ith Car

14%

M/C w ith B/C

14%24%

M/C w ith M/C M/C w ith P/S

8%

Car w ith B/C

11% 6% 3%

other

20%

Car w ith P/SCar w ith Car

 
 Accident Data (2001) from the Police Academy 

Design Criteria and Traffic Rule Arrangement 

Source: 

(3) 

 (sign post, 

2007 Urban Road Specifications for 

for 

Since the safety measure of road infrastructure shall be in accordance with 

The Study Team recommends that priority should be given on the formulation of 
design standards for lane separation, and the following criteria should be 
considered during formulation: 

(a) Standard lane width of motorcycle/ bicycle lane. 

(b) Standard traffic volume per lane and design criteria of traffic capacity 
calculation of motorcycle/ bicycle lane. 

(c) Technical requirement of geometric design and safety measure
lane marking, pavement marking) for separate lane. 

With regards to bicycle lane, TCXDVN 104: 
Design gives the standard traffic volume and lane width that should be utilized 

the highway design. 

traffic rule, it is necessary for MOT to discuss with MOPS regarding the 
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follo above design: 

t left-turning. 

(

ign guideline and construction from the beginning of 2010.  

(iv) Railway Cr

 

 ng sign post will be installed 
. 

• 

ted for installation on national highway (120 
incial road (89 locations), 

lead ill be completed by the end of 2012. 

Ta way Crossing Safety Measure 

wing traffic rule to examine the 

(a) Traffic rule that automobile shifts to motorcycle priority lane, or motorcycle 
shifts to bicycle priority lane at right-turning. 

(b) Traffic rule that motorcycle shifts to automobile priority lane a

c) Traffic rule on left-turning by bicycle. 

(d) Traffic rule when motorcycle overtakes the stopping bus at bus stop or bus 
bay. 

(4) Activity Plan 
The following action program is recommended for implementation of the lane 
separation on the national highway: 

(a) Technology & Science Department of MOT will organize the preparation of 
guideline for geometric design and safety measure of separate lanes; traffic 
rule on separate lane will be authorized by MOPS; said guideline will be 
issued by middle of 2009. 

(b) VRA will select the target sections on national highway and formulate 
implementation plan to include cost estimation by the middle of 2009. 

(c) RRMU will execute the necessary survey and design in accordance with the 
des

ossing Improvement 

Action Program for railway crossing improvement is summarized in Table 3.5.4. 
Based on the 2007 traffic accident record by the National Railway Company, 
approximately 70% of accident occurred at the illegal/unauthorized railway crossing.
Therefore, this illegal/unauthorized opening is a critical issue that should be 
prioritized. The following measures to keep motorized vehicles away from railway 
crossing facility will be promoted in the next 5 years. 

• Department of Infrastructure of National Railway Company, in coordination with 
the local authorities, will close illegal/unauthorized railway crossing by installing 
a protective fence along the railway tracks by the middle of 2009. 

• All authorized crossing locations with only warni
with automatic warning system by the end of 2009

Manual crossing gate and manual lifting barrier will be replaced by automatic 
opening and shifting system from the beginning of 2010. Automatic opening and 
shifting system will be comple
locations) by the end of 2010. Crossing with prov
district road (164 locations) and the selected commune road that are usually 

ing to schools, temples, markets, etc. w

 
 
 
 

ble 3.5.4  Action Program of Rail
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Crossing Road 
Number  

(as of 2007) 
Improved Measure Target Year 

National Roa ning and d 120 shifting lifting barrier. End of 2010 - Replacement with automatic ope

Provincial Road pening and End of 2012 89 - Replacement with automatic o
shifting lifting barrier. 

- Installation of automatic warnin
at all locations. 

g system End of 2009 
District Road

shifting lifting barrier at all locations. 

 164 
- Replacement with automatic opening and End of 2012 

- Installation of automatic warning system 
at all locations. End of 2009 

Commune Ro

ier at selected locations. End of 2012 
ad 960 

- Replacement with automatic opening and 
shifting lifting barr

Unauthorized
Crossing 

 4,252 - Closure and installation of protective 
fence. Middle of 2009

Source: Number of 

(v) Measu t 

An 
accident
the
location from these 

at a higher rate between 22:00 and 4:00 as 

Crossings as of 2007 is from Department of Infrastructure, National Railway Company. 

re for Night Time Acciden

analysis of 2001 accident record by the Police Academy shows that 44% of 
s occur during nighttime, particularly from 19:00 to 7:00. Table 3.5.5 shows 

 percentage of traffic volume during the day and night on 10 randomly selected 
s along the national road. Based on traffic accident data 

locations, traffic accidents occur 
compared with traffic volume hourly rate shown in Figure 3.5.4. 

Table 3.5.5  Comparison of Traffic Volume Rate and Accident Rate 
between Day-time and Night-time 

Number of 
Accident 

Daytime 
(7:00-19:00) 

Nighttime 
(19:00-7:00) Sample Analysis by MOPS 

(Year 2001 on National Road) 
8,410 56 % 44 % 

     
Ro d No. Location Traffic Volume 

(vehicle/day) 
Daytime 

(7:00-19:00) 
Nighttime 

(19:00-7:00) a

Thain Hoa 17,584 58% 32% 
Nghe An 15,030 62% 43% 
Quang Binh 5,982 53% 47% 

NH-1 

30% Hue 6,024 70% 
NH-5 Hai Doung 18,199 82% 18% 
NH-9 Quang Ti 3,544 70% 30% 
NH-12 Hoa Binh 3,827 74% 26% 
NH-14B Quang Nam 3,530 64% 36% 
NH-25 Gia Lai 9,841 68% 32% 
NH-37 Thyen Quang 14,944 73% 27% 

Average : - 67% 32% 

  Source: Traffic Volume on National Highw y (2007), VRA. 

Figure 3.5.4  Comparison of Hourly T olume and Accident Occurrence 

a

 
 

raffic V
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 averag fic v le per day is 32
tions, 4  accid cur during nighttime which indicates 

 

3) Impleme

Table 3.5.6 shows the schedule ation of highway traf  
enha nen xt five 

ght Time

onal Highway (2007), VRA. Accident Data (2001) olice Academy. 

While
loca

e traf
4% of

olume rate in terms of number of vehic
ents oc

% in 10 
that nighttime 

has higher accident occurrence risk. The following safety measures are therefore
proposed: 

• All road sections with over 10,000 vehicles/day (including motorcycles) traffic 
volume will have lighting system installed by 2010. 

• For high risk sections on grade-III road especially for residential areas, 
intersections, and sharp curves with radius less than 200m, among others, 
lighting system will be installed in these sections by 2012 even if prescribed 
traffic volume above is not reached. 

ntation Plan  

of implement
t in the ne

fic safety facility
ncement program compo years. 
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T  able 3.5.6  Implementation Schedule of Safety Facility Enhancement Program
Year 

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Design Standards/Guidelines Preparation for Traffic Safety       
1) Examination of issues and establishment of working groups        
2) Formulation of solutions and authorizing technical issues to relate 

traffic rule/management with MOPS 
       

3) Preparation of supplement/update/improvement of design 
standards/guidelines for traffic safety facility enhancement. 

      

4) Integration of Design Standards/Guidelines and preparation of 
instruction manual. 

       

5) Preparation of standard drawings for traffic safety measure.        
6) Preparation and distribution of Traffic Safety Design Standard 

booklet. 
      

Promoting Smooth/Comfortable Road Safety       
1) Intersection improvement       

- Preparatio
design. 

n of supplemental design criteria of intersection         

- Conduct o
highway (hi

f traffic volume survey at intersection on national 
gher than grade-III). 

       

- Formulatio  in of mplementation plan by RRMU.        
- Formulation of action program by VRA.        
- Implement    ation of action program.     

2) Lane Separation by Vehicle Type Provision       
- Preparation of design guideline by MOT.         
- Discussion on lane separation traffic rule with MOPS.        
- Formulation of implementation plan by VRA        
-    Survey, detailed design and construction.      

3) Railway crossing improvements       
- Closi

crossings. 
ng and installation of protective fence at unauthorized         

- Installation of automatic warning system at all locations.        
- Replacement with automatic opening and shifting lifting barrier 

on national road. 
      

- Replacement with automatic opening and shifting lifting barrier 
on provincial/district road. 

      

4) Installation of lighting system on national road.       
- High traffic volume section       

- High traffic accident risk section       
Source: JICA Study Team 

3.6 Vulnerable Road User Accident Prevention  

1) Targets  

The pedestrian path and bicycle path provides a safe travel space for pedestrians and 
bicycle users, as well as providing a safer and smoother driving experience for 
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Team 
recommends the provision of pedestrian path and bicycle on the high traffic 
national high

sers and Pedestrians in Vietnam 

y the Police Acad my, traffic accidents 
iders and pedestrian comprise 45% of total accidents as shown in 

 be ver  high and deemed to  

sighted by  drive of  m ving tomo ile can 
ems of safety driving. When interval of bicycle is L=500 m and average 

km/h ur, the traffic volume of bicycle may be 

0 vehicle / hour  one d ection

ly, bicycle traffic volume on both directions becomes 80 ve icle/h , and 
re tha  8  v hicle/hour, this is a situatio which 

can have an impact on the safety of both automobile driver and bicycle rider. 

arget 

ends that cus of implementation on the following 
e adopted for the ulnerable ro d se evention 

Highways of whic  traffic volume is 6,000 pcu/day (maximum 
e by TCVN4054:2 05 y 

ays 

ts of the plan are set as follows: 

uction in Traffic Accidents on National Highway 
 with pedestrian a d bic le us r in 2 12 on 

ll be re uc d  15% ared to that of year 

arget Improvement of Infrastructure Level  
d vel of accid nt re ction the f lowing 

ment targets for infrastructure improvement are put in the plan: 

aths will be provided in all locations in accordance 
 specified design standards. 

bridge or underpass will be installed in all locations in 
rdance with specified design standards. 

) 

ment of Design Criteria  

automobile users. In the vulnerable road user accident prevention plan, the Study 
path 

way. 

(i) High Accident Rate for Bicycle U

Based on the accident data analysis
involving bicycle r

 b e

Table 3.5.2, which is regarded to
traffic on the road. 

y  be caused by mixed-

In general, a running bicycle can be 
lead to probl

 a r  a o au b

travel speed of bicycle is V=20 o
obtained as below: 

N = 1,000 V / N = 4  / ir  

According h our
if the bicycle traffic volume is mo n 0 e n 

(ii) Achievement T

The Study Team recomm fo
national highways b  v a u r accident pr
plan: 

• Grade-III National h
of standard volum 0  Highwa Specification of Design) 

• All higher than grade-II National Highw

The achievement targe

(1) Target Red
Number of accident to relate  n yc e 0
national highway network wi d e by  as comp
2007. 

(2) T
In order to achieve the targete
achieve

le e du , ol

(a) Pedestrian and bicycle p
with

(b) Pedestrian 
acco

2 Program Components 

(i) Develop

There are no criteria for pedestrian and bicycle paths specified in the 
TCVN4054:2005 Highway Specification of Design. It is therefore recommended that 
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nce in establishing such design standards, the criteria of Japan and 

Japan Standard, the provision of bicycle path and pedestrian 

(c) 

(d)

Figu

the design standards on the provision and installation of pedestrian path, bicycle 
path and pedestrian crossing grade-separation facility should be prepared as a first 
step. As refere
other countries are introduced as follows: 

(1) Bicycle Path and Pedestrian Path 
Usually, the provision of bicycle path is decided based on the relation of traffic 
volume of automobile and bicycle. Figure 3.6.1 shows a selection chart to install 
bicycle path and pedestrian path by Japan Highway Design Standard. 
According to this 
path are classified into the following 4 categories: 

(a) To provide bicycle path and pedestrian path separately. 

(b) To provide bicycle-cum-pedestrian path. 

To provide only pedestrian path 

 Not to provide pedestrian path 

re 3.6.1 Selection Chart for Installation of Bicycle Path and Pedestrian Path  
in Japan Highway Design Specification 

Traffic Volume
of Bicycle

not high

high

Separate Bicycle fromTraffic Volume
of Car

not
need

Car/Pedestrian

Separate
Bicycle

from
/Pedestrian

 Car

high

Town/Urban
Area

need
yes

Bicycle/Pedestrian Path

Bicycle Path

neednot
needno

Pedestrian Path

Instaling
Pedestrian Path

not
need

Not Install
Pedestrian Path

need

Pedestrian Path

 
Source: Highway Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association. 

andard traffic volume shown in 

Hig ram called Highway Accidents Prevention 

leve first one and financed by the 
Loan in 1992 to provide safety facilities to reduce the 

cidents and improvement of hazardous locations. In 1997, 
 launched another 5-year Road Safety 

 Design 

The above classification may be specified the st
Table 3.6.1. Table 3.6.2 shows the criteria used by other countries such as 
Germany, USA, Norway, and Thailand in the provision of bicycle path. 

As shown in Table 3.6.2, in the case of Thailand, since 1987, the Department of 
hway set up a 5-year action prog

Program in order to decrease the severity of highway accidents to a certain 
l. Another program was set up following the 

state budget and IBRD 
servility of road ac
the Department of Highways had
Program, and the criteria used as shown in Table 3.6.2 are also one of the main 
components of this safety program. 
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Item

Table 3.6.1 Criteria of Bicycle Path/Pedestrian Path Provision  
in Japan Highway Design Specification 

 Bicycle Path and Pedestrian 
Path separately Bicycle-cum- Pedestrian Path Only Pedestrian Path 

Criteria 

- Pedestrian ≥ 100 - Bicycle > 700 vehicle/day 
- Car/Motorcycle ≥ 2,000 

vehicle/day 
- Bicycle + Pedestrian > 3,000 

vehicle-person/day 

Car + Motorcycle ≥ 500 
vehicle/day 

person/day, 
- Car + Motorcycle ≥ 500 

vehicle/day 

Source: H

T ther Countries 

Coun th 

ighway Design Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association 

able 3.6. 2  Criteria of Bicycle Path Provision in O

try Standard Traffic Volume to Install Bicycle Pa

Germany  200 vehicle/day, or 
 500 vehicle/day  - Car/Motorcycle ≥ 3,000 vehicle/day and Bicycle ≥

- Car/Motorcycle ≥ 2,000 vehicle/day and Bicycle ≥  

- Exclusive bikeway : Traffic volume ≥ 5,

USA heavy vehicle mix rate ≥ 5 % 
- Shared  of speed ≤ 51 km/hour an

000 vehicle/day 
 5,000 vehicle/day, 85 % of speed ≥ 65 km/hour and 

d 

- Restricted bikeway : Traffic volume ≥

 bikeway  : Traffic volume ≤ 1,000 vehicle/day, 85 %
heavy vehicle mix rate ≤ 5 % 

Norway - Daily traffic ≥ 800 ton, and 
- Car/Motorcycle ≥ 500 vehicle/day and Bicycle ≥ 300 vehicle/day 

Thailand - Car/Motorcycle ≥ 2,000 vehicle/day and Bicycle ≥ 1,000 vehicle/day, or 
- Car/Motorcycle ≥ 2,000 vehicle/day and Bicycle ≥ 500 vehicle/day on high speed highway 

Source: Compiled by JICA Study Team from various sources. 

The standard road width of bicycle path and pedestrian path in Japan Highway 
Design Standard is given in Table 3.6.3 by the road classification, and the road 
classification is specified by traffic volume and administration class as shown in 
Table 3.6.4. 

Table 3.6.3  Road Width of Bicycle Path/Pedestrian Path Provision  
in Japan Highway Design Specification 

Width of Road (m) 
Road Category 

Bicycle-cum-pedestrian Path Pedestrian Path Bicycle Path 
Town/Urban Area 2.0 (1.50) 1.5 (1.00) 

Class-I 3.0 (2.25) 3.0 (2.25) 
Class-II 3.0 (1.50) 3.0 (1.50) Rural/Suburb 2.0 

Area 
Class-III, IV 1.5 (1.00) 1.5 (1.00) 

Source: Highway Design Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association. 

Table 3.6.4  Road Classification on Rural/Urban Area in  
Japan Highway Design Specification 

V (vehicle / day) Design Traffic Volume 

dministration Class 
 
A V ≥ 10,000 10,000 > V 

≥ 4,000 
4,000 > V ≥ 

500 500 > V 

General National Road Class-I Class-II 
Prefecture Road (Provincial Road) Class-I Class-II Class-III 
City/Town/Village Road (District Road) Class-I Class-II Class-III Class-IV 

So an Highway Association. urce: Highway Design Standard 1983 edition, Jap
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fic is located 
on a bridge of bicycle-cum-pedestrian 
p  m ure eses. 
F path width, 2 bicycles may pass each other and be 

affic capacity of moving bicycle is assumed at 1,600 
bicycles/hour

(2) aration Facility 
e-Separation Facility 

(1979) issued by Japan Highway Association has specified the installation of 
yover bridge 

d underpass on 

) N ons/peak hour on 
t stem, and the traffic 
v in diagonal line as shown in 
F

(b) I led 
within diagonal lin .2 (b). 

(c) F n 6-lane) without 
e  of people may 
q

strian crossing that is at least 
approximately 500 persons/hour. 

epartment of Highway has been promoting the provision of 
pe lowing 
criteria: 

・ th is more than 14m dians 

・ Number of crossin n p

olumes during ped ossing p  are more than 
 s/hour, 800 ve ur, and 6 les/hour, where 

crossin  are 15m, 20m  respect

When there is a low volume of bicycle or pedestrian traffic, or if traf
 with length more than 50m, the width 

ath and pedestrian path
 2.0 m bicyc

ay be reduced to the fig inside the parenth
or a le 

d trovertaken, an  the 
. 

Pedestrian Crossing Grade-Sep
The Technical Standard for Pedestrian Crossing Grad

pedestrian crossing grade-separation facility such as pedestrian fl
an the following locations: 

(a umber of people crossing to road is more than 100 pers
he mid-section or intersection without signal control sy
olume and the crossing road width are with
igure 3.6.2(a) as per number of crossing people. 

n the case of school children crossing, the crossing facility is instal
e as shown in Figure 3.6

or crossings over 25m width of road (usually more tha
nough space of center-media or island where a crowd
ueue. 

(d) Location which always has plenty of pede

(e) Location which is within 200m from the railway crossing or the approach 
section of flyover bridge. 

Thailand’s D
destrian bridge in its road safety program from 1997 with the fol

Carriageway wid  without any me

g pedestrian is more tha  300 persons/ eak hour 

・ Traffic v estrian cr eak hour
1,100 vehicle hicles/ho 00 vehic

g width  and 25m ively. 
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Figure 3.6.2  Diagram for Installing Pedestrian Crossing Grade-Separation Facility 
Based on Japan Standard  

P :  person/hour
      (peak hour)

(a) for General Location (b) for Scholl Child Crossing

)

P :  person/hour
      (peak hour)

Traff

Ro
ad

 W
id

th
 (m

)

th
 (m

Ro
ad

 W
id

ic Volume (vehicle/day/both direction) Traffic Volume (vehicle/day/both direction)  
nical standard for Pedestrian Crossing Grade-Separation Facility (1979), 
an Highway Association. 

ety Measures for Bicycle Crossing 

Source: Tech
Jap

(3) Saf

has -separation facilities for 

Table 3.6.5 
in Japan Highway Design Specification 

The Bicycle Path Design Standard (1974) issued by Japan Highway Association 
 specified safety measures for crossing grade

bicycle user as shown in Table 3.6.5. 

 Technical Criteria for Bicycle Crossing Grade-Separation Facility  

Item Contents of Criteria 
Longitud
Inclinati

 ~ 25% inal 
on 

- Case of slope way with step : 20
Standard Diameter of Step 

Inclination Height of Step Width of Platform 

20% 12.0 cm 60.0 cm 

25% 12.5 cm 50.0 cm 

- Case of ramp way : less than 12% 
Horizontal 
Platfor

tform is 
m installed at every 3.0m in height. 

If the height of ramp way or slope way is over 3.0m, the horizontal pla

Width Same width as general section. 
Source: Bicycle 

(4) Pedest
The Highway Design Standard 1983 edition issued by Japan Highway 
Association has given a set of criteria for installing push button signal for 
pedestrian crossing on the midway section as shown in Table 3.6.6. 

Table 3.6.6  Standard Traffic Volume to Install Push Button Signal for  
Pedestrian Crossing in Japan Highway Design Specification 

Location 
Traffic Volume of 
Car/Motorcycle 

(vehicle/peak hour) 

Number of Pedestrian 
(person/peak hour) 

Path Design Standard (1974), Japan Highway Association 

rian Crossing Grade-Separation Facility 

Town/Urban Area 750 250 

Rural/Suburb Area 650 200 

Source: Highway Design Standard 1983 edition, Japan Highway Association 
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fic 
 

 

 

• VRA will formulate the implementation plan for pedestrian/bicycle path provision 
 of 2009. 

• 

infrastructure improvement plan by the 

• Infrastructu ty dissemination program 
e commenced from the middl e recommended that the 

me ll be incorporated in this safety 
ement progra

3) Implementation Plan 

Table 3.6.7 shows the schedule of implementation of v lnerable user accident 
prevention program comp ts in the next five years.

Table 3.6.7  Implementati ad User Accident Prevention Program 

(ii) Activity Plan 

The following are recommended for implementation, in collaboration with the traf
safety education and awareness campaign program to achieve maximum
effectiveness of infrastructure improvement. The following activities are proposed to 
be undertaken for vulnerable road user accident prevention for this 5-year action
program: 

• Technology & Science Department of MOT will organize the preparation of
design standard for pedestrian and bicycle path and crossing facility, which will 
then be issued by the end of 2008. 

• In cooperation with PDOT and the Provincial Traffic Safety Committees, 
VRA/RRMU will complete a prospective survey by the middle of 2009 to identify 
the location(s) where pedestrian/bicycle paths and crossing facilities will be 
installed based on the design standard. 

and crossing facility installation by the end

The Provincial Traffic Safety Committee will formulate the implementation plan 
of education and safety dissemination program such as school education and 
safety campaign in accordance with the 
middle of 2010. 

re program as well as education and safe
will b e of 2010. It should b
enforce
improv

nt activities by Traffic Police wi
m. 

u
 onen

on Schedule of Vulnerable Ro
Year 

Program C
8 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

omponents 
200

1) Preparation of design standard f  or pedestrian/bicycle safety by MOT       
2) Survey 

bicycle path
to identify the locations that will be provided with pedestrian/     

 and crossing facility. 
   

3) Formulation of im
improvement by V

plementation plan for road infrastructure 
RA. 

       

4) Formulation of im
dissemination pro

plementation plan for education and safety 
gram by Provincial Traffic Safety Committee. 

       

5) Implementation of action program.        
 Source: JICA Study Te

3.7 Expressway Safety Develop

1) Priorit essway Traff fety  

After t nam Express  19 August 
2005, n line with the 

am 

ment  

y Issues on Expr ic Sa

he approval of Viet way Master Planning Proposal dated
 the expressway projects have been accelerated and promoted. I
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of expressway network in Vietnam, MOT updated the design 
guid
Des
are
Min
Vietnam Commercial Ba

Impl
Agen

growing necessity 
eline of expressway and issued TCVN 5729:2007 Expressway Specifications for 
ign. To date, 7 expressway projects as shown in Table 3.7.1 have been ongoing and 

 being implemented by 4 agencies: Vietnam Expressway Corporation (VEC), 
istry of Transport (VRA will operate after completion), Vietnam Development Bank/ 

nk and CINACONEX. 

Table 3.7.1  Current Status of Expressway Network Development 
ementing 

cy Expressway Section Status 

Cau Gie – Ninh Binh Expressway (56 km) Construction ongoing 

Noi Bai – Lao Cai Expressway (264 km) Detailed Design Completed 

Ho Chi Minn –Trung Luong – Minh Thuan Expressway (122 km) Construction ongoing 

VEC 

Ho Chi Minn – Long Thanh – Dau Giay Expressway (55 km) Detailed Design ongoing 

MOT (V ) Detailed Design Completed RA) Hanoi- Thai Nguyen (NH-3) Expressway (65 km

Stat m
(VDB/V

e Co pany 
CB) 

Hanoi- Haiphong Expressway (105 km) Detailed Design ongoing 

Stat m
(VINA O

e Co pany 
C NEX) 

Duong Lang- Hoa Lac Expressway (29km) Detailed Design Completed 

Source: J

Expres designed as having full access control and high travel speed; 
the
should 
highwa
accorda teristics of expressway. In addition, the Study Team 
further recommends the establishment of a management framework as illustrated in 

ICA Study Team 

sway is normally 
refore, the traffic safety measure as well as traffic operation system on expressway 

require higher technique and advanced treatment as compared with normal 
ys. In this regard, it is necessary to establish traffic operation rule/standard in 
nce with traffic charac

Figure 3.7.1. 

Figure 3.7.1  Proposed Framework of Expressway Traffic Operation/Management 

Traffic Requlation / Rule

 - Minimum / maximum limiting seed
 - He

Traffic Operation Rule

 - Post-accident treatment
 - Abnormal weatherresponse
 -  Patrol fo me

 - Travelable vehicle

avy vehicle/ motorcycle traveling

 - Emergency response
 MOT / MOPS

 formulated by

r enforce nt activity

Expressway Traffic Operation/Management Standards

Standards for Traffic C ol Sa ty
Facility/Devise Instalation

ontr fe

Submitting & Approval form MOT/MOPS (Traffic Police)

 Traffic Safety
Audit

 Safety
EsurienceOperating

Regulation

 Operator- A  Operator- B  Operato  Cr-

Operating
Regulation

Operating
Regulation

 MOT
rmulat  by fo ed

 
    Source: JICA Study Team 
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structure such as sign post/board and 
pavement m and rule, 

lemental 
s of Traffic Law: 

ravel essway, 

• Minimu

• Legal safety dist

ffic p at road should

e and motorcycle traveling, and so on. 

ing travelable vehicle mentioned above, for safety reasons, entry of 
le d in many Asian cou

ave developed their expressway network. Upon examining the travel 
cycle, the following points should be carefully discussed with 

3.7.2  Motorcycle Limitation on Expressway in Asian Countries 

However, since there is no traffic management/operation system developed or even 
traffic rule that has been authorized, the following are needed be addressed as priority 
issues: 

(i) Establishment of Traffic Regulation/Rule 

Also on the expressway, traffic safety infra
arking are provided in accordance with traffic regulation 

ore, the following points should be authorized and issued as supptheref
provision

• T able vehicle to be allowed entry to the expr

m and maximum travel speed limit by vehicle type, 

ance between vehicles and overtaking manner, 

• Tra  regulation for vehicle needing to sto er portion, 

• Traffic rule of heavy vehicl

Regard
motorcyc  on expressway is not permitte ntries (Table 3.7.2), 
which h
limitation of motor
transport management authority (traffic police) and road facility management 
authority: 

• Minimum/maximum speed limit to ensure safe traveling. 

• Safety measurement in accordance with travel speed of motorcycle. 

• Economical feasibility to demand forecast of motorcycle as per travel restriction. 

Table 

Country Motorcycle 
Limitation 

   

Japan > 125 cc  Malaysia > 50 cc 

Korea Not allowed entry  Singapore > 50 cc 

China Not allowed entry  Indonesia Not allowed entry 

Taiwan Not allowed entry  Philippines ≥ 400 cc 

Thailand Not allowed entry  Pakistan Not allowed entry 
Source: JICA Study Team 

(ii) Establishment of Traffic Operation Rule 

As well as traffic regulation/rule, the operation rule is an important issue in traf
safety on expressway, such as emergency response system, post-accident 
treatment system and abnormal weather conditions response system. The following 
should also be discussed between transport management authority and road facility
management authority: 

• Communication system, framework of accident treatment such as removal of 
crashed vehicle, rescue/transport of injured person and traffic controlling/

fic 

 

 
f accident. restriction in case o
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arking/rest facility on expressway during emergency situations. 

 user when restrictions are in effect on 

(iii)

ducted by the Study Team, traffic operation 
n respective roles of all 

ndards are enviable 
ng operational 

 

ordinate with MOPS and NTSC in resolving traffic management and 
safety issues. 

andards and ensure 

(2) Form Expre ffic p tandards 
After the above traf on/rule and traffic operation rule on expressway 
are au d betw  and MOPS, MOT needs to formulate and issue 
the E way o Ma t Standards. Since the BOT 
schem ratio s wa se ease in the 
future, such nationwide spec ent is 
neces  de a  n h ens  certain level. 
Tech nda n of f evi ety may be 
form id traffic operation/management standards. 

lop a practical Operating Regulation 

onsibility, patrol activity to be performed by Traffic Police, 

• Traffic control/restriction or closing of expressway at abnormal weather 
conditions and data collection method. 

• Usage of p

• Means of transmitting information to road
expressway traffic. 

• Behavioral rule of patrol for enforcement activity on road way of expressway. 

 Establishment of Traffic Operation/Management Framework 

Based on the interview surveys con
sta dards on the expressway have not been regulated. Since 
four implementing agencies are mentioned above, the said sta
to develop a unified system nationwide. In this regard, the followi
framework is recommended to be established before operation of expressways: 

(1) Establishing Responsible Department in MOT 
Design and construction approval are issued by MOT. However, the significantly 
responsible department or division concerned with expressway operation is not 
assigned in MOT, therefore, an organization that has the following tasks/ 
responsibilities is required to established: 

(a) Supervise traffic operation to be executed by expressway operators. 

(b) Co

(c) Formulate expressway traffic operation/management st
unified standards nationwide. 

(d) Review and issue approval on the operating regulation submitted by 
expressway operator. 

ulating ssway Tra
fic regulati

O eration/Management S

thorize een MOT
xpress Traffic Operati n/ nagemen
e ope n style for expre s y is suppo d to further incr

 standards 
velop expressw

ifying the minimum requirem
etwork witsary to y uring the

nical sta rds for installatio  acilities/d ces of traffic saf
ulated based on the sa

Expressway operator needs to deve
conforming to the said operation/management standards and technical 
standards for traffic safety as provided by MOT. This Operating Regulation to be 
prepared by the expressway operator is submitted to MOT and the traffic 
management authority under MOPS for approval. Operating Regulation 
includes traffic management organization in coordination with the Traffic Police, 
division of task/resp
etc. 
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ment such as traffic sign system and 
 is 

 increasing traffic volume on expressway: 

, emergency 
, toll plazas 

 controlled in the central operation 

Figure 3.7.2 

 
Source: tudy Team 

(3) Formulating Technical Standards of Traffic Safety Facility/Device 
Aside from the usual safety measure
pavement marking system, the following advance information system
necessary to be introduced in traffic control and surveillance including safety 
management due to

(a) Information Management System 

・ traffic detectors, meteorological measurement, CCTV
telephone, patrol cars (operator, police), O&M stations

・ information processing and integration at traffic control center 

(b) Information Provision System 

・ variable message signs, variable graphic information boards 

・ anticipated travel time indicators, parking occupancy indicators 

・ highway radio, highway telephone 

・ information terminals, vehicle navigation systems(VICS) 

Figure 3.7.2 shows an example for traffic control and surveillance system on 
Japan expressways. The above terminal equipments/devices to be installed on 
expressway roadside are required to be
centers. 

 Traffic Control and Surveillance Operation in Japan Expressways 
Information Collection Processing Information Provision Activities at Site

Legend

Information 

JICA S

 

Private lines, oral Private lines, data Dispatch of personnel and equipment
Commercial lines, oral Radio wave, data
Wireless telephone, oral

Traf f i c Control  Center

Traffic Control Center

of Other Authrities

s

Highway Users by

Emergency Telephone

Highway Users by

(Cellular) Phone

Patrol Cars

Maintenance Vehicles

Police Cars

O/M Stations

Toll Plazas

Traffic Detectors

Meteorological

Measurement Devices

Monitor CCTV Cameras

Parking Occupancy

Detectors at Rest Areas

O/M Station
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Highway Police Trrops

       In format ion Media

Variable Message Signs

Variable Graphic Information Boards

Variable Speed Limit Signs

Aiticipated Travel Time Indicators

Parking Occupancy Indicators

Entrance Information Screens

Information Terminal

Highway Radio

Radio Broadcasting

Highway Telephone

Vehicle Navigation System

Japan Highway Traffic

Information Center

VICS Center

       Inc ident  Site

Traffic Regulation

Accident Investigation

Traffic Control

Ambulance Activity

Fire Activity

Obstacle Removal

Towing of Disabled Vehicles

Cleaning

Emergency R

Evacuation A

oadworks

ssistance

Fire Department

Ambulance Services
Garages

Towing Services

Dispatch

Dispatch

Dispatch

Dispatch

Instruction Requst
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m, the 

ing interface of 
equirement of mechanical performance, 

2) Program Com

The follow gram for 
express

• MOT w nsible for 
expressway 

• The appointed exp echnology and Science 
Departm d and Railway Traffic Police Bureau 
of MOP o lation/rule and 
ope
and

• Tec
Expressway Traffic Operation/Management Standards and Technical Standard for 

al by 

In order to develop nationwide unified management syste
equipment/device and information processing system should be 
interchangeable between the operation centers to be installed by each 
expressway operator. From this aspects, the standard specifications of 
equipments/devices is necessary to be established includ
electronic data exchange, minimum r
endurance, data precision, etc. 

ponents 

ing are proposed for implementation in the 5-year action pro
way safety development: 

ill establish or appoint a department/division which will be respo
operation and management by end of 2008. 

ressway operation department and the T
ent of MOT shall collaborate with Roa

S t  organize a working group that will prepare the traffic regu
ration rule on expressway. The formulated expressway traffic regulation/rule 
 provisions will be issued by middle of 2009. 

hnology and Science Department of MOT will spearhead the preparation of the 

Traffic Safety Facility/Device Installation, and will submit to MOT for approv
end of 2009. 

• Expressway operation responsible department of MOT will issue instruction to 
expressway operators to prepare their respective Operating Regulation in 
accordance with the above standards issued by MOT. Approval for operation will be 
issued by end of 2010. 

• Expressway operation responsible department of MOT will instruct the expressway 
operators to execute Traffic Safety Audit from end of 2010. 

The Study Team suggests that the auditor will focus its evaluation on the disparity 
between actual operation/performance and the Operating Regulation prepared by the 
operators. 

3) Implementation Plan 

Table 3.7.3 shows the schedule of implementation of expressway safety development 
program components in the next five years. 
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Table 3.7.3  Implementation Schedule of Expressway Safety Development Program 
Year 

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1) Establishment of responsible department in MOT       
2) Formulation of the

expressway. 
 traffic regulation/rule and operation rule of        

3) Preparation of the
Standards and Technical Standard for Traffic Safety 
F

   Expressway Traffic Operation/Management 

acility/Device Installation by MOT. 

      

4) Preparation of Operating Regulation by expressway operators.        
5) Condu    ct of Traffic Safety Audit.    

Sour J

3.8 Road W

1) Prio

(i) 

fety Audit also during construction 

from 2009 to 2011 by using an analysis result of HDM-4. 

 

ce: ICA Study Team 

ork Traffic Safety Development  

rity Issue on Road Work Traffic Safety  

Strengthening Traffic Safety Assurance System 

For safety during road construction, Decision No.23/2007/QD-BGTVT by MOT 
dated 7 May 2007 is issued to perform Traffic Sa
stage. For the Auditor to perform a proper evaluation, however, the Study Team 
recommends the establishment of a technical guideline of traffic safety on road 
works. 

(ii) Developing Road Maintenance System 

VRA has introduced HDM-4 system and ROSY system (road pavement 
management system) for road maintenance from 2001. VRA formulated a 3-year 
road maintenance plan 
Table 3.8.1 shows the past 3 years budget for road maintenance and next 3years 
requested budget. 

Table 3.8.1  Road Maintenance Budget for National Road 

Year  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Ma dget  
1,704 1,875 1,916 (3,393) (3,732) (4,105)

intenance Bu
(Billion VND) 

Roa 16,957 17,002 16,830 - - - d Length (Km) 

Source: VRA 

As a matter of course, ensuring proper road condition can contribute to traffic 
safety; therefore, the efficient and sustainable maintenance system should be 
introduced as a routine and periodical maintenance in Vietnam. The Study Team 
recommends introducing the Long Term Performance Base Maintenance System. 

In addition, overloading of vehicles affect road traffic safety, not only road 
maintenance. Figure 3.8.1 shows the accident occurrence rate due to loading 
condition by vehicle type which indicates that 43% of accident by truck is caused by 
overloading of vehicle. This should suggest that strengthening enforcement 
towards overloading vehicle may contribute to mitigating risk to traffic safety. 
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Figure 3.8.1  Accident by Loading Condition Mode 
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2 shows a sample table of contents for the said guideline. 

 that the said guideline should be included in the tender 
document of construction work. 

(b) y to organize the 
Au ng ictio e. 

ed in earlie cti Strengtheni m n ity 
r TSA, the pilot project and capacity development program of traffic safety 

ill be carrie un B VRSP-1. The Study Team further 
mmends that a pilot safety audit for construction will be performed under 

%

Source: Accident Data (2001), Police Academy. 

2) Program Components 

(i) Traffic Safety on Road Construction Work 

(1) Establishing Road Work Safety Guideline 
The technical guideline of safety measurement on road construction should 
include the requirement size and arrangement of sign board on construction 
site, and sample drawings of sign board and safety facilities arrangement. Table 
3.8.

(2) Framework of Implementation 
The following framework may be recommended for traffic safety during road 
construction. 

(a) After preparing the technical guideline of safety measurement on road 
construction, MOT will make an instruction to the executive agency of road 
construction

 MOT will also make an instruction to the executive agenc
conduct of Traffic Safety dit duri constr n stag  

As mention r subse on on ng Imple entatio  Capac
fo
audit w d out der W
reco
the said VRSP-1 component. 
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Table eline 3.8.2  Sample of Contents of Road Work Safety Guid
Item Article Contents  

Chapter 1 : General Statement Article 1 : Object 
Article 2 : Approbation 
Article 3 : Basic Issue 
Article 4 : Distinction of Road Work Area 
Article 5 : Traffic Opening During Night Time 
Article 6 : Traffic Opening at Work Interrupting 
Article 7 : Counseling Negotiation with Traffic police 

Chapter 2 : Installing Plan of 
Safety Facility 

Article 8 : Area or Section to be Regulated 
Article 9 : Time or Hour of Road Construction Works 
Article 10: Walk Space for Pedestrian 
Article 11: Road Width to be Ensured for Vehicle Passage 

Chapter 3 : Safety Facility on Article 12: Standard of Sign Board due to Road Works 
Article 13: Installation of Sign Board 
Article 14: Supplemental Sing Board 

fety Facility 
Article 16: Safety Facility of Movement Restriction 

 Interrupting 

Road Construction 
Work 

Article 15: Other Sa

Article 17: Sing for Work
Article 18: Sign of Advance Notice Before Construction Work 
Article 19: Sign of Detour Route 
Article 20: Arrangement of Traffic Guide Man 
Article 21: Management 

Chapter 4 : Referenc . 
 road : restricting one lane on center media side. 

- 2-lane road : restricting one lane, and alternating passage on 

 : . restricting movement 

e Drawings - 4-lane road : restricting one lane on shoulder side
for Safety Facilities - 4-lane
Arrangement  - 4-lane road : restricting two lane on one direction, and 

ensuring one lane passing on both direction. 

one lane. 
- 2-lane road : restricting side strip or pedestrian path or 

shoulder, and providing pedestrian denture 
route, two way traffic on 2-lane and 1-lane 

- 4-lane road
- 2-lane road : . restricting movement 
- Case of closing route 
- Case of road work in intersection 

Chapte

gn Board of “Shift Left (or Right) Side” 
- Sign Board of “Carriage Lane Width Reduction” 
- Sign Board of “Stopping Location” 
- Sign Board of “Alternating Passage” 
- Sign Board of “End of Construction Section” 
- Sign Board of “Pedestrian Walking Space” 
- Sign Board of “Pay Attention for Deference Grade Level” 
- Sign Board of “Close Traffic” and “Detour Route” 
- Sign Board of “Advance Notice of Close Traffic” 
- Supplemental Sign Board of “Detour Route”” 

r 5 : Standard of  
Sign Boards 

- Sign Board of “Under Construction” 
- Sign Board of “Arrow” 
- Sign Board of “Notice of Construction” 
- Sign Board of “Lessen Speed” 
- Si

Source: JICA Study Team 
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(ii) Lo

(1) Target Road for Long Term Performance Base Maintenance 
As a first step, the Study s that national highways such as 
grade-I, grade-II National de-III with high traffic should be 
covered by the Long Term  system. 

(2) Establishing Performanc
The Performance Standa d level of 

ce or o ctivity basically in 
term uantity, ti nd service, 
against which the actual ou pared. The objectives 
of Performance Standards

d use eed and 
; 

(b) To minimize the total r  cost to road users and to 
VRA over the life cycle 

(c) To minimize environme

The Performance Standa ple bid document to be 
prepared by the Consultan

(a) Type of Feature – e.g.,  damage, joints/cracks, shoulder 
e. 

(b) g require such 
as within 24 hours for potholes and cks; 
maximum tolerable de of 
vegetation at any time, etc. 

(c) Penalty for non-compliance – e.g. d per 
day, VNDxxxx per pavement dam  limit, 
VNDxxxx per km for ex died within one month, 
etc. 

Table 3.8.3 shows a sampl ormance-based contract 
enance. 

ng Term Performance Base Maintenance System 

Team recommend
 Highway, or gra
 Performance Base Maintenance

e Standards/Requirements 
rds/Requirements represent the desire

technical performan utput of the routine maintenance a
s of quality, q meliness and other aspects of the output a

tput will be measured and com
/Requirements are: 

(a) To satisfy the roa rs in terms of accessibility, comfort, travel sp
safety

oad system cost, including
cost of the assets and 

ntal impacts. 

rds/Requirements for sam
t will indicate the following: 

 potholes, pavement
vegetation, drainag

Correspondin ments – e.g., allowable time to remedy defect
 10 days for pavement damage/cra

s - 

gree of defect - such as not more than 15cm 

, VNDxxxx per pothole not repaire
age/crack not sealed within time

cessive vegetation if not reme

e of technical criteria for perf
on routine maint
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Tab e Maintenance 

Type of Fe marks 

le 3.8.3  Sample of Performance Standard/Requirement for Routin

ature Standards/ 
Requirements Penalty for Non-Compliance Re

Gen. Appearance: General requirements 
Requirements The road, structures, 

bridges and features shall 
at any given time be clean, 

VNDxxxx per km per week on 
non- compliance 

 

free of garbage and 
obstructions and maintained 
to the required standards.  

Asphalt Pavement: Allowable time for remedy of the defect 
Potholes To be repaired within 48 

hours 
VNDxxxx per pothole not 
repaired per day 

Pothole is a hole or 
depression >15cmx15cmx 
15 cm 

Pavement Dama
(PD) - cracking, 
raveling, rutting 
and shoving 

ent 

- VNDxxxx per PD per 

PD is 100 sq.m of alligator 

crack width of 25 mm; or 

of rutting & shoving, w/ 
width of 1.5 m  

ge To be repaired within 10 - VNDxxxx per Pavem
days Damage not repaired w/in 

time limit 
cracking, or 400 lm of 
cracks, or combination, w/ 

succeeding month of 
non-repair  

100 m of raveling, or 10 m 

Pavement 
Markings (PM) 

not remedied PM is in good condition if 

night. 

90% of PM in good - VNDxxxx/km 
condition w/in one month 

- VNDxxxx/km/succeeding 
month of non-compliance 

required % of mark ings is 
clearly visible day and 

Concrete Pavement: Allowable time for remedy of the defect 
Local Damage, 
Depression depression not required per depression >15x15cm, but 

To be repaired within 48 
hours 

VNDxxxx per local damage, LD/D is a hole or 

day < one slab, and deeper 
than 5 cm 

Failed Slabs  
(Blocks) 

D xxxx/succeeding month in level w/ adjacent slabs 

Repair to be completed in 
10 days 

- VNDxxxx/concrete slab not 
repaired w/in time limit 

- VN

Failed slab is any slab w/ 
>8m cracks or w/ parts not 

of non-compliance  
Joints/Cracks 

 
of non-conformity 

90% of joints/ cracks 
sufficiently sealed 

- VNDxxxx/km with 
joints/cracks not sealed w/in 
one month 

- VNDxxxx/succeeding month 

Joints/cracks are 
sufficiently sealed when 
filled w/ sealant to 
pavement surface level 

Pavement 
Markings (PM) w/in one month. 

- VNDxxxx/km/succeeding 
month of non-compliance 

required % of markings is 
clearly visible day and 
night. 

90% of PM in good 
condition  

- VNDxxxx/km not remedied PM is in good condition if 

Shoulders/Roadside: Allowable time for remedy of the defect 
Shoulder Damage To be repaired w/in 10days - VNDxxxx/shoulder damage 

not repaired w/in time limit 
- VNDxxxx/shoulder 

damage/succeeding month 
of non-repair 

SD is total area of 100 sq. 
m of potholes and/or 
depressions deeper than 
10 cm 

Sufficient Level 
and Cross-slope 

To be restored w/in 10  
days 

- VNDxxxx/lane-km not 
remedied w/in time limit 

- VNDxxxx/lane-km/ 
succeeding month of 
non-remedy 

Shoulder level is sufficient if 
along pavement edge it is ≥ 
5cm lower than pavement. 
Shoulder cross-slope is 
sufficient if slope is 2-4% 
away from pavement.   

Maximum tolerable degree of the defect 
Vegetation The height of grass and 

vegetation within the 
- VNDxxxx lane-km if not 

remedied within one month 
Roadside is area w/in 5 m 
from pavement, unless 
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T R  ype of Feature Standards/ Penalty for Non-Compliance Remarks equirements
roadside area shall not 

ny time  succeeding month of 
private. 
decorative vegetation  exceed 15 cm at a

- VNDxxxx/lane-km/ 

non-compliance 

Excludes 

Drainage Allowable time for remedy 
of the defect 

  

Side Drains, 
Culverts and 
Drainage System 

- VNDxxxx/location not 
remedied w/in time limit 

- VNDxxxx/location/ 
cceeding month of 

Free flow of surface water  
is disrupted when capacity 
of drainage facility is 
reduced by more than 25% 

Disruption of free flow of 
water to be remedied in 10 
days  

su
non-remedy 

M lerable degaximum to ree of the defect  
Side Drains, n and debris shall not 

 
not remedied 

Culverts and 
Drainage System 

Siltatio
exceed 15 cm at any time

- VNDxxxx/km if 
w/in one month 

- VNDxxxx/km/succeeding 
month of non-compliance 

 

B edy of the defect ridges : Allowable time for rem
Bridge Deck, 
Drainage, Outlets 
and Waterways 

Disruption of free flow of 
water to be remedied in 10 
days  

- 
 time limit 

- VNDxxxx/bridge/succeeding 

VNDxxxx/bridge not 
remedied w/in

month of non-compliance. 

 

Maximum tolerable degree of the defect  
Bridge Painting 
and Signage  

Bridge painting, markings, 
warning and regulatory 

d 
t 

r of 
obstructions, clean and 

  
xxxx/bridge/succeeding signs (bridge name, station - VND

limits, abutment walls, loa
limit and warning) shall a
any time be clea

readable 

- VNDxxxx/bridge if not 
remedied within one month

month of non-compliance 

 

S Guardrails: M tolerable degree of the ignage & aximum defect 
Signage and 
Guardrails 

Road signs, other 
regulatory and/or warning 

 shall 
r of 

obstructions, clean and 
readable 

th 
ce/ 

nce. 

edied 

- 
th 

devices and guardrails
at any time be clea

- VNDxxxx/sign/device if not 
remedied w/in 1 mon

- VNDxxxx/sign/devi
succeeding month of 
non-complia

- VNDxxxx/100 m of 
guardrails if not rem
w/in 1 month.  
VNDxxxx/100 m of 
guardrails/succeeding mon
of non-compliance  

 

Source: JICA Study Team 

(3) Suggestion on Implementa as
In some ASEAN countries li lipp t of 
Highway and the Department gh  respectively have 
prac ce utine h 

ve executed the p inten f 
a World Bank-financed proje ct was p 
wherein the said highway ag technical support from foreign 
experts. 

, due to the budget  
VRA orld on ce 

tion of Performance B e Maintenance 
ines, the Departmen
ways,

ke Thailand and the Phi
of Public Works and Hi

ticed the performan base contracts of ro
erformance base ma

road maintenance. Bot
ance as a component o

introduced as a first ste
agencies ha

ct, and a pilot proje
encies received 

In the case of Vietnam
 is requesting the W

ary constraint
Bank to finance the nati

s in the state revenue,
al highway maintenan
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between 2009 and 2011. The Study Team therefore recommends that a pilot 
project be conducted for the performance base maintenance as one component 
and a amewo base 
maintenance, collaborated w al assistance for formulating the 
Perf eq irement be included in this World Bank 
Mai

) Inst igh
he ing activities con r overl e 

national highway are proposed

l gate where the vehicle weighing station will be installed on 
ig e vy vehicle on grade-III 

National Hig

(b) Formal agreement betwee regarding responsibilities of 

) duc ed at national highways for 
ment activity on fter installation of vehicle 

ent

Table 3.8.4 e road work traffic safety 
developmen

Table 3.8.4  Impl dule of Road Work Traffic Safety Development Program 
Year 

 another will be the est blishment of the fr
ith a technic

rk of performance 

ormance Standard/R u
ntenance Project. 

allation of Vehicle We
 follow

(4
T

ing Station 
cerning control fo

: 
oading vehicles on th

(a) Selection of tol
grade-I, grade-II and h

hway. 
h traffic of overloading h a

n MOT and MOPS 
enforcement activity. 

(c Organization and con
enforce

t of a campaign aim
overloading before and a

weighing station. 

3) Implem ation Plan  

 shows the schedul
t program components in 

ementation Sche

of implementation of 
the next five years. 

Prog onents 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

ram Comp

T    raffic Safety on Road Construction Work    
1)  of Road Wo Preparation rk Safety Guideline        
2) Conduct of traffic safety t

stage under WB VTSP-
 audit pilot project during construc
1 

ion         

3) Implementation of natio  safety audit for road 
construction 

 nwide traffic       

Long Term Performance Base Maintenance System       
1) Set up organizational framework in VRA        
2) Pilot Project of Performance Base Maintenance        

- Formulating Performance Standards/Requirements        
- Tendering        
- Implementing Pilot Project on National Highway        

3) Nationwide implementation        
Installation of Vehicle Weighing Station       
1) Agreement betwe

of enforcement a
en MOT and MOPS regarding responsibilities 

ctivity  
       

2) Installation of veh
along National Hi

icle weighing equipment on selected toll gate 
ghway. 

       

3) Conduct of aware
enforcement  

ness campaign on vehicle overloading        

Source: JICA Study Team 
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3.9 Traffic

1) Priority

(i) For

It is
suited with financial allocation capability in order to maintain traffic safety plan. 

he following: 

(1) 

(2) 
an 
effe environment are likely. 

(3) 

(4) Eco of costs and benefits for those projects identified at 

(5) Sel

(6) Organization of a public consultation to ensure acceptance by the community 
user, 

(ii) Iss  Monitoring/ Evaluation 

m has investments on safety measures in it  road etwork 
rate. Table 3 .1 shows he traffic fety investment cost 

rkin , pedestri a , a d tra c surveillance 
 expressway in the selected national roads and expressways projects. 

ost for safety measure t p on  3% t
xpressway construction and 1% to 5% for upgrading/improvement/rehabilitation of 

issuance f Dec ion N .13/20 5/QD GTV
T/VRA are increasing e nv stmen cost or bla k spot 

r af r year s sho n in T ble 3. 2. 

activity re very important in traffic accident 
t. In general, effectiveness of measurement are evaluated as number 

 measurem nt and econ i l enefit. As mentioned 
overnment of Vietnam has been seriously putting efforts to itigate 

 order to produce a more effective result, the Study Team 
at n crite ia f the asse smen fic safety 

hould be formulated for the monitoring and evaluation for traffic safety 

 Safety Monitoring and Maintenance  

 Issue on Traffic Safety Monitoring 

mulating Sustainable Accident Reduction Program 

 necessary that the accident reduction program should be formulated to be 

Normally, accident reduction program includes t

Determination of a range of measures that should prevent/reduce the dominant 
accident pattern. 

Assessment of side effect. Carefully consider whether there measures will have 
advance impact on other accident types and ensure that no unacceptable 
cts on traffic or the 

Priority assessment – first and second levels; non economic. 

nomical assessment 
step-iii). 

ection of measures yielding the greatest benefits, 

and affected road 

(7) Preparation of a priority listing of sites and development of action program. 

(8) Implementation of action program. 

(9) Monitoring and evaluation. 

ue of Traffic Safety

Government of Vietna s n
development at a certain .9  t sa
such as traffic sign, pavement ma
system on

g an p th n ffi

This indicates that investment c
e

akes u ly o 6% for 

normal national road. After o is o 0 -B T: Black 
Spot Treatment, MO th i e t f c
improvement on national roads yea te  a w a 9.

Monitoring and evaluation a
measuremen
of accident reduction after e  om ca b  
above, the G m
traffic accidents. In
recommends that the objective evalu
benefit s

io r o s t of traf

development program. 
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 on Road Construction 
Cost (Billion VND) 

Table 3.9.1  Safety Facility Investment Cost

Project Name 
Road 

Length No. of
(km) Constructi

 Lane 
on Safety Facility

Express   way Construction    
1) Cau Gie - Ninh Binh 56 6-lane (pavement:4-lane) 5,345 240.5 (4.5 %) 
2) Noi Bai – Lao Cai 262 Noi Bai-Yen Bai: 4-lane 

Yen Bai-Lao Cai: 2-lane 
11,801 721.9 (6.1%) 

3) Trung Luong – My Thuan – Can Tho 82 4-lane 17,001 463.9 (2.7%) 
4) Duong Lang – Hoa Lac 29 6-lane 7,500 134 (2.9%) 
Upgrading/Improv      ement/Rehabilitation 
National Road No.2 ( 69+300 - 109+000) 39 2-lane (grade-III) 213 2.1 (1.0%) 
National Road No.2 (134+000 - 155+000) 21 2-lane (grade-V) 41 2.0 (5.0%) 
National Road No.4 259 3.6 (1.4%)  (190+000-238+000) 48 2-lane (grade-V) 

National Road 2.7 (0.8%)  No.4D (26+550 - 36+200) 10 4-lane (grade-III) 348 
National Road 8.0 (2.7%)  No.10 (Thai Binh Bypass) 12 4-lane (grade-III) 301 
National Road No.70 (0+000 – 188+000) 188 2-lane (grade-V) 628 26.7 (4.2%) 
National Road No.7 97+212) 9 4-lane (grad-III) 103 0.9 (0.9%) 0 (188+000 – 1
National Road 652 8.3 (1.3%)  No.279 (Dien Bien-Tay Trang) 40 2-lane (grade-V) 
National Road No.279(Than Giao-Dien Bien) 76 2-lane (grade-V) 462 12 (2.6%) 

Source: Ministry 

05 2006 2007 2008 

of Transport, Vietnam 

Table 3.9.2  Yearly Investment Cost for Black Spot Improvement 
Year 20

No. of Black Spot 32 66 146 351 
Improvement Cost (Million VND) 2,351 11,500 54,513 130,306 
Cost / one location (Million VND) 73.5 174.2 373.3 371.2 

Source: VRA 

gram Components 

Establishing Economical Assessment Method 

(1) Parameters of Economic Assessment 
An economic assessment of projected remedial actions is important to ensure 
that likely benefits outweigh the cost of implementing and maintaining the 
scheme and that the best value of money is obtained. In order to carry out such 
an economic assessment, it is necessary to obtain the following info

2) Pro

(i) 

rmation for 

cessary by virtue of the type of countermeasure taken. 

(c) Terminal salvage value 

Some countermeasures may have a residual value if they are removed. For 
example, an intersection may be temporarily with traffic signals for a 
number of years until a by-pass is completed and, after completion, 

each alternative improvement scheme: 

(a) Initial cost (engineering and capital) 

This is simply the project’s capital cost to design and build the 
countermeasure. 

(b) Annual maintenance and operating costs 

The cost of the expected regular maintenance also needs to be estimated, if 
indeed this is ne
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affic signals. 
If it can be used elsewhere, the recovery of this c

nt. 

rvice life 

For the economic ass s ssary to in o w 
long the installation i s, before  r il or 

neces ry

timate of resulting accident change 

The benefits of road s f y engineering schemes are usually expected in 
e monet ulting from accident preve or 
he difficulty course, arises from the 
in accide nd can only be sed  us 
 It is part a an engineer hav to m e an 
sessme  , nationwide dat se h b pt 

tiveness i f accident count as  

y side 

t coun m l inevitably produce side ef on 
t that could be considered as adverse effects. For example, 

ducing 

lues for different category of road accident

over tim ng counterm  are 
n economic value on accident and applying this to 

cted reduction in accidents. Values should not be derived on a 
project-by-project basis, but should be set at the national level by transport 

 update annually. Cost must be determined for accidents of 
erious, slight and damage-only. 

efully defined. And cost are always 
e countries, are also determined for 

s and benefits can be assessed. Since 
rthless” than if they were received in 
ack over a defined life of the project to 

(2) Gu afety Benefit Evaluation in Japan 
safety benefit in Guideline for 

Eva
Stu

 by road type 

subsequent lowering of traffic may warrant the removal of the tr
ost should be taken into 

accou

(d) Se

es ment, it is also nece  take to acc unt ho
 is l kely to last; that i  major ehab itation 

replacement is sa . 

(e) Es

a et
terms of th ary savings res ntion 
reduction. T  in estimating this, of 
uncertainty nt occurrence a  ba  on previo
experience. icul rly helpful to ing ak  such 
economic as nt if a coordinated aba as een ke
on the effec  of d fferent type o erme ure.

(f) Estimate of an effects 

Some acciden ter easures wil fects 
traffic movemen
road closure required drivers to take alternative routes, and speed-re
measures may increase travel time and fuel consumption. 

(g) Monetary va s 

The benefits resulting e from engineeri easures
estimated by placing a
the expe

economic and
varying levels of severity; usually fatal, s
These severity levels have to be car
based on average values, and in som
broad road categories: urban, rural, motorway. 

(h) Discount rate 

In an economic road project assessment, it is important to identify a given 
base year from which all future cost
sums accruing in the future are “wo
base year, they must be discounted b
a “present value”. 

ideline of Traffic S
For reference, the evaluation method for traffic 

luation of Road Investment (1998) by Japan Road Investment Evaluation 
dy Group is presented as follows: 

(a) Evaluation classification

An occurrence rate of a traffic accident varies with factors such as road type, 
roadside type, road structure and characteristic of road traffic. The damage 
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ssway 

d 

e or more 

(b) 

(1,000 JPN / year) 

(c) 

ss due to Human Accident) + (Material Loss due to Material 

cost of human injury, occurrence rate of human injury and loss per accident 
are then to be calculated in the formula defined for each category as 
follows: 

- Expre

- Normal roa

・ Roadside type : densely inhabited district, other urban area, 

non-area 

・ Number of lane: 2-lane, 4-lan

・ Road structure : with or without median strip 
Evaluation of traffic safety benefit 

The total loss by the traffic accident in road network is the sum of the loss at 
each link, calculated according to road type, roadside type and the road 
structure type. The total traffic safety benefit is the change in total damage 
cost as follows; 

BA = BYo - BYw 

BYo = ∑
i

oiY  

BYw = ∑
i

wiY  

where,   BA : total traffic safety benefit (1,000 JPN / year) 
    BYo : total accident loss without project (1,000 JPN / year) 
    Y i o : accident loss at “link–I” without project 
    Y i w : accident loss at “link–i“ with project (1,000 JPN / year) 

       i : link 

Evaluation of traffic accident loss  

The calculation of traffic accident loss includes human damage (fatality and 
injury), material loss arising from emergency rescues or accident 
management, and loss due to traffic congestion caused by an accident as 
shown in Figure 3.9.1. The damage cost may be calculated as follows; 

Average Damage Cost of Human Accident = 

(Human Lo
Accident) + (Loss due to Traffic Congestion caused by Accident 

= CBb)Aa(
h

hh +×+∑ ×  

where,   A h : number of injuries of “level-h” per human accident 
     a h : average damage const per injury of “degree-h”  
      (1,000 JPN) 

1,000 JPN)      B : material losses per human accident (
     C : social loss due to traffic congestion per injure (1,000 JPN) 
     h : damage level of accident  
     (1: death, 2: serious injure, 3: light injure) 
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Figure 3.9.1  Diagram of Traffic Accident Economic Loss Calculation 

Link Conditions

- Traffic Volume
th- Link Leng

- Road-side Condition
- Number of Major Intersection
- Number of Lane
- Median Strip or not ?

Number of Inju cidentre/Fatality Ac

Number o cf Ac ident with
Material Loss

Cost of Material
Loss per Accident

Cost of Loss for
Congestion per

Accident with
Injure/Fatality

Involved

Fatality, Serious Injury,
ght Injury per Accident

Cost of Loss per
Person for Each

Li

Category

Material Loss Congestion Loss Human Loss

Cost of Loss per Accident with
Injure/Fatality Involved

Cost of Total Loss due to Accidnet

 
 Source: Guideline fo ad p 

(ii) Activity an 

Traffic ac den a e 
proposed Coo M ism between Traffic Police and Road Management 
Aut ident data analysis shall be an essential 
require

In addi
VRSP-
to 2011 tion 
of the f t of Traffic Accident Database 
Developm

• After t cheme 
between MOT and MOPS, the Technol rtment of MOT 
shall cooperate with the Road and Railway T  
org ing  relate 
accid t lo aluation 
criter un idd

• MOT RA
formu te ma  be completed by the end of 
2009

• Technology and Science Depa  to coordinate with Road and 
Railway Traffic Police Bureau of MOPS in formulating draft of the damage loss 

r Evaluation of Ro  Investment (1998), Japan Road Investment Evaluation Study Grou

Pl

ci t examin tion shall require full data disclosure from MOPS, thus, th
perative echan

hority in preceding subsection. The acc
ment to study proper guideline of evaluation for accident damage or loss. 

tion, a nationwide traffic accident database system will be developed under 
1 financed by World Bank which is supposed to be implemented from 2009 
. For this 5-year action program, the Study Team recommends coordina
ollowing activities with the program componen

ent of VRSP-1: 

he formal agreement for traffic accident record disclosure s
ogy and Science Depa

raffic Police Bureau of MOPS in
anizing a work  group that will review the past accident records to

en damage ss, examine issues and formulate damage loss ev
ia til th le of 2009. e m

/V  will conduct collection of additional data and supplemental survey to 
la  the da ge loss evaluation which will

. 

rtment of MOT
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evaluation criteria by the middle of 2010. 

• Technology and Science Depa  of MOT to cooperate with Road and 
r of 

 

are 

fic 

Ta ram 

rtment
Railway Traffic Police Bureau of MOPS in carefully examining the paramete
damage loss evaluation criteria to be used in the accident database system 
established by VRSP-1. The damage loss evaluation criteria will be approved 
by the middle of 2010. Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guideline may be
issued after formulation of damage loss evaluation criteria. 

• Technology and Science Department of the MOT will prep
Monitoring/Evaluation Guideline for Traffic Safety Project until the middle of 
2011, and the monitoring and evaluation will be performed in related traf
safety project. 

3) Implementation Plan  

Table 3.9.3 shows the schedule of implementation of traffic safety monitoring and 
maintenance program components in the next five years. 

ble 3.9.3  Implementation Schedule of Traffic Safety Monitoring and Maintenance Prog
Year 

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1) Formulation of Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guideline       
- Agreement between MOT and MOPS regarding traffic 

accident record disclosure scheme. 
      

- Review past accident record of damage loss and examine 
issues to prepare damage loss evaluation criteria. 

       

- Conduct of additional data collection and supplemental 
survey. 

       

- Prep ss evaluation criteria.   aration of draft damage lo      
- Review of evaluation parameter on damage loss by using 

accident d
   

atabase system by VRSP-1. 
    

- Issuance of Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guideline.       
Establishment of Traffic Accident Database System by VRSP-1       
2) Implementation of Monitoring Evaluation       
Source: JICA

3.10 Urb

1) Acc

(i) n  

occ
bec
incr
pro
on 

(ii) 

(1) nts at Intersection 

 Study Team 

an Road and Urban Bypass Traffic Safety Development  

ident Reduction and Proposed Measures 

Target Accident Reductio

From the accident records by MOPS, approximately 20% of traffic accidents have 
urred on urban roads in the past 5 years. In addition, urban road accidents are 
oming more and more a significant traffic safety issue in Vietnam due to the 
easing rates of urbanization and motorization. The Study Team therefore 
poses to achieve a traffic accident reduction rate of 15% on urban roads (based 
2007 data) by year 2012.   

Major Issues to Address to Reduce Traffic Accident Risk in Urban Areas 

Accide
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tion of accident at intersection on the 

Figure 3

Figure 3.10.1 shows a comparison of accident location between national/ 
provincial road and urban road based on the analysis conducted by the Police 
Academy, which indicates that the propor
urban road (41.1%) is approximately twice as much as accident on national/ 
provincial road. This means that the safety countermeasure on intersection 
should be strengthened and prioritized for implementation. 

.10.1  Accident Location on National/Provincial Road and Urban Road 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Urban R

National Ro
Prov in

oad

cial Road
ad/

Midway Section

Intersection

Railway Crossing

0.9%

0.3%

79.7% 20.1%

57.7% 41.1%

 

Danang and Haiphong based on their respective 2006 accident records. Traffic 
se major cities te t t a n

ch higher than the national averag  as s n 

f accident caused by edestrian in Hanoi and HCMC are 
aga st 1.8  ti nal average as shown in 

frastructure perspective, the following situation 
f such ccide t p ttern: 

crossing road facility on high traffic roads, the 
road using designated crosswalks. 

ks, the pedestrian has no choice but 

hasin  for p destri  road crossing at 
nsufficient signal system for pedestrian crossing, 

osses the road on red light of signal. 

of accident causes between 4 areas 
and the national average. With regards to accident related to overtaking and 

icates: 

(c) Accident caused by “turning with no signal light indicator” is supposed to 

Source: Accident Data (2001), Police Academy. 

(2) Accidents Caused by Pedestrians 
Figure 3.10.2 shows accident features of the major cities of Hanoi, HCMC, 

accident data from the indica d tha propor ion of ccide ts on 
urban roads in these cities is mu e how
in Figure 3.10.2 (a). 

The proportion o p
12.6% and 8.6% respectively, as 
Figure 3.10.2 (b). From road

in % na o
 in

may be attributed to the cause o  a n a

(a) Due to insufficient safe 
pedestrian does not cross the 

(b) Due to motorcycle parking on sidewal
to walk on the carriageway. 

(c)  Due to limited cycle-time of signal p g e an
intersections, or due to i
pedestrian cr

(3) Accidents Related to Overtaking and Lane Changing 
Figure 3.10.2 (c) shows the comparison 

lane changing, this figure ind

(a) While accidents caused by illegal overtaking only accounts for 13.7% of the 
national average, Haiphong and Danang however have accounted 36.5% 
and 32.3%, respectively, or twice as much as the national average. 

(b) Total proportion of “illegal overtaking” and “negligence” in Hanoi is 29.8% 
compared with 16.3% of national average. 
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The 
idents caused by this violation in Hanoi is 13.4% as 

 (a) by Ro

occur during turns on intersection, overtaking and lane changing. 
percentage of traffic acc
compared with only 1.7% of national average. 

Figure 3.10.2  Traffic Accident Characteristics in Major Cities  
ad Category 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Ha No

Ho Chi Min

Da Nang

National Average

Percentage of Accidnet

i

h

Hai Phong

Urban Road

National Highway

Provincial Road

Other

73.2% 18.4%
1.0%

54.5% 26.9%
6.5%

21.1%

7.5%

32.9% 26.9% 21.0% 19.2%

61.5% 16.9%
0.8%

20.8%

20.2% 44.1% 15.4% 20.2%

 
(b) by Vehicle Mode to Cause Accident 

Ha Noi 12.6%
0.0%

58.2%26.3%

CarHo

Hai Ph

Da N

National Aver

 Chi Minh

ong

ang

age

17.6% 71.5%

0.5%

8.3%

Motorcy cle

Bicy cle

Pedestrian

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Pecentage of Accident

33.5% 65.3%

80.0%

2.3%

2.3%

20.4% 66.7% 0.3%

1.8%

10.8%

 
ident Cause (c) by Acc

0%

Ha Noi

Ho Chi Minh

Hai Phong

Da Nang

National Average

17.2% 12.6% 19.1% 13.4%
Speeding

Negligent driv ing
8.4% 8.3% 9.7%

Vaiolated overtaking

Negligent overtaking
0.0%

36.5% 10.2%
Vaioated chang lane

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Parcentage of Accident

No direction indicator lamp

Not keeping safe distance
32.3%

6.9%

Other
24.8% 8.2% 13.7% 30.6%18.0%

2.6% 1.7%

0.4%

 
ccident Record 2006, MOPS. Source:  A

High accident risk of overtaking or lane changing may be deemed one major 

con
traffic accident characteristic in the urban areas. Therefore, the following road 

ditions may be expected to cause traffic accidents: 

(a) On roads without median strip, the overtaking vehicle crashes with an 
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(c)  
er. 

(4) 

road 
 

r 

 

ensive 

 
ation of a 
w building 

e 

am conducted an interview survey in HCMC, Danang, Haiphong and 

e traffic safety perspective: 

incoming vehicle on the opposite lane. 

(b) Due to bus stopping and on-street parking, the overtaking or changing lane 
vehicle crashes with a vehicle passing from behind. 

Since bicycle travels on the carriageway mixed with motorcycle and car, 
accident risk related to overtaking become high

Targeted Accident Reduction on Urban Roads 
The Study Team recommends that the responsible authorities of 
infrastructure development and traffic management should set the following
targets to reduce accident on urban road as priority measures and policies: 

(a) Installation of signal system and improvement of signal control system will 
be promoted to reduce accidents on intersections. 

(b) Regarding pedestrian on intersections, the phasing control of signal light 
should be further considered for pedestrian’s safe crossing. Anothe
measure that may be promoted for consideration is the installation of 
pedestrian bridge on high traffic roads or roads with wider width road. 

(c)  In order to reduce traffic accidents caused by overtaking, installation of 
median strip facility will be promoted at necessary road sections. 

(d) In order to reduce the accident risk due to overtaking or lane changing
caused by mixed traffic, the bicycle passing space will be provided. 

(e) To reduce on-street or sidewalk parking by motorcycles, compreh
measures will be required such as formulation of an urban development 
plan which shall include designated parking areas; enforcement shall be
enhanced against illegal parking; promotion of the formul
supplemental building law related to parking space/facility in ne
constructions and conduct of traffic impact assessment for new, large-scal
office and commercial building constructions. 

(iii) Safety Measure on Urban Road Network Development 

The Study Te
Can Tho, particularly on issues relating to urban road network plan. Table 3.10.1 
shows the outline of road network development plan in this Study’s four focus areas 
up to 2020. 

The following issues related to traffic safety and as pointed out in the urban road 
development plan are as follows: 

(1) Review Road Network Development Plan 
Urban Road Specification of Design has been revised by MOC in TCXNDVN 
104:2007. However, since the road network development plan (Table 3.10.2) 
was formulated before issuance of TCXNDVN 104:2007, the said plan should 
be updated in accordance with new urban road design specification. In 
particular, the following points should be emphasized in its review of the 
development plan from th

(a) Re-assessment of the function of each road in accordance with the road 
category specified in TCXNDVN 104:2007 (i.e. urban expressway, primary 
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nd internal road). 

emand forecast. 

d forecast. 

City Nam up to 2020 

main street, secondary main street, collector road a

(b) Re-examination of intersection treatment of geometric design and 
signalized control as per traffic volume d

(c) Re-examination of provisions for bicycle path, pedestrian path and 
pedestrian crossing measures on intersection as per deman

Table 3.10.1  Urban Road Development Plan of Major City 
e Outline of Road Network Development Plan 

Haiphong  

- Total 123.7 km (6 roads) 
- Upgrading on existing road: 92.6 km, construction of new alignment: 31.1 km 
- grade-I road: 79.4 km, grade-II road: 26.3 km, grade-III road: 18.0 km 

2) Central Radial Axis Road 

1) Axis Road to District/Town 

- Total 55.8 km (13 grade-I road: 4 to 8 lane) 
3) Construction of New Alignment Ring Road 

Danang  - Upgrading existing road: 77.7 km (21 roads), construction of new alignment: 139.0 km (27 
roads) including 4.0 km of bypass to Lien Chieu Port 

HCMC 

ing 

n 

1) Centripetal Axis Road 
- Total 314 km (16 roads) 
- grade-I road: 173 km (9 roads), grade-II road : 141 km (7 roads) 

2) Ring Road (to be constructed as grade-I road of Urban Road or MOT Standard) 
- Ring Road No.1: 25.3 km, Ring Road No.2: 65.4 km, Ring Road No.3: 83.4 km, R

Road No.4: 152.0 km 
3) Central Radial Axis Road 

- Baec-Nam Axis : 34 km (3 roads), grade-I urban road (20.9 km, 2 roads), grade-II urba 
road (13.1 km, 2 roads) 

- Noang-Taay Axis: 24 km (4 roads, grade-I urban road) 
4) Inner City Road 

- total 500.2 km (98 roads) 
- grade-I urban road: 44.0 km (6 roads), grade-II urban road: 453.1 km (91 roads), grade-III 

urban road: 3.1 km (1 road) 

Can Tho  2) Axis Road to Industrial Zone 

1) Centripetal Axis Road 
- 6 roads with total length of 20.8 km will be stretched and upgraded to 35 km length. 

- Existing 2 roads with length of 2.6 km will be developed into 4 roads with total length of 
20.5 km. 

Sou

t System Development Plan 

008/QD-TTg on July 2008. This master plan 
includes VND138,000 billion investment cost for urban railway network 

road network development. The 

ly result to reduction of 

rce: TUWPS of HCMC, DOT of Haiphong, Danang and Can Tho 

(2) Mass Transi
Hanoi Urban Transport Master Plan up to 2020 was approved by the Prime 
Minister in Decision No.90/2

development and VND117,000 billion for 
framework of land transport system in the master plan is based on modal shift 
to railway network and public bus network by 20% and 25% respectively (Table 
3.10.2).  

Enhancement of the public bus network service will not only contribute in 
alleviating congestion in Hanoi’s urban roads but also in the provincial town 
centers. Consequently, this measure can expected
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Wh
how ment 

red  

Mode of L vestment Cost 
 

accident risks. 

ile the Study Team supports the government’s shift to mass transport, it 
ever recommends that, to enhance traffic safety, the urban develop

plan should consider priority lanes for bus passing on peak hours which can 
uce accident risk caused by overtaking and lane changing.

Table 3.10.2  Transportation Mode and Investment Cost in  
Hanoi Urban Transport Master Plan up to 2020 

and Transport Transportation  Mode of Transport In
Assignment (%) (billion VND)

Bicycle 4 % Urban Railway 138,000 
Motorcycle 30 %  Road Network 117,000
Passenger Car (incl
Ta

14,000uding 17 %  Waterway 
xi) Transportation 

Normal Bus Netw  %  Airport 14,000ork 20
Rapid Bus Network  5 %   
Urban Railway N  etwork 20 %   
O  ther 4 %   
Source: Decision No

(iv) Safety Meas r s Development 

The urban byp ed as an important 
option of tr cities and 
provincial town rterial 
national high hat HCMC and Haiphong have ring road 

lopment an 
Tho has an ong ad 1A Bypass Project with Can Tho Bridge 
Construction. 

In general, u d development is used for roadside land use 
development p nt 
and new resident . From traffic safety perspective, the following 
should be  in the new bypass road or ring road 
implementation

ass ell as roadside land use development plan 
should be  

rovince or land developer should 
d connection to bypass. 

• 

2) Progra

Traffic s
hereafter; however, it should be noted that formulating action program for specific cities 

.90/2008/QD-TTg 

u e on Urban Bypas

ass or ring road development should be promot
affic safety measure on urban roads. Therefore, major 

 centers should have urban bypass development plans on a
way. Table 3.10.1 shows t
 pdeve lans. Danang is implementing Danang-Hue Bypass Project and C

oing National Ro

rban bypass or ring roa
lanning such as industrial zones, commercial facility developme

ial area development
taken into consideration

 plan in connection with roadside land use development: 

• Byp development plan as w
updated in accordance with Decision No.1856/2007/QD-TTg: Plan

for Restoration of Traffic Safety Corridor. 

• Land development authority of City or P
conduct a traffic impact assessment for new roa

Road management authority needs to arrange for a traffic safety audit including 
assurance of traffic safety corridor and evaluation of roadside development plan 
during feasibility study and detailed design stages. 

m Components 

afety action program for urban road and bypass development will be presented 
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is not t
conditio
formula fety measures should be considered and incorporated in the 
urban d
local au

(i) Saf

(1) 

T s at 
intersec

 as e ic n i sed 
on traffic conditions will b m riority. 

Safety measure for ped n c  an adequate ght 
edestrian n   of pedestrian waiting area in 

the center median; installation o over/bridge or underpass, 
g on traffic conditions. 

ontrol system wil e a ed with advanced system depending on 
f traffic volume and congestion (i.e. point control system will be 

replaced with line control e , nd line control system will be upgraded 
 be controlled from an integrated central operation 

the multistage programming control by point control system. The 

0.3). Each 
control system varies widely depending on the intended use, as follows: 

 programming control) 

・ Setting daily pattern of peak hour, normal hour and night hour, and 

[Whole sensing control] 

・ To install detector on all of traffic inflow sections in intersection. 

he purpose of this Study. Since each city/province has its own unique traffic 
ns, the Study Team recommends that the following guidelines for the 
tion of traffic sa
evelopment plan and road network development plan to be prepared by the 
thorities. 

ety Measure on Intersection 

Priority Plan of Intersection Safety Measurement 
he following measures should promote the reduction of traffic accident

tions: 

(a) Signalization  well as geom tr lane arrangement o ntersection ba
e pro oted as the first p

(b) estria  rossing; setting  traffic li
phasing for p crossi g; installation

f pedestrian fly
dependin

(c)  Signal c l be r pl c
the degree o

 syst m  a
to area-wide system to
center). 

(2) Necessity of Upgrading Signal Control System 
Since signal control system installation is not only a traffic safety measure but 
also aimed at regulating smooth traffic flow, the signal control system needs to 
be upgraded in accordance with increase of traffic volume and traffic 
congestion. 

To date, almost all signal systems installed in major cities such Hanoi and 
HCMC is 
whole sensing control signal system was installed on National Highway No.5 in 
2005. However, the said system is not functioning well because the said signal 
system was not suited with traffic and geometrical conditions of the intersection. 

The signal control is generally classified into 3 broad categories: point control 
system, line control system and area-wide control system (Table 3.1

(a) Point Control System 

- Fix-cycle control system (Multistage

・ To incorporate switching pattern of signal indication into signal 
control system in advance. 

weekly pattern of week day, Saturday, Sunday and national holiday. 

- Point sensing control system 
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rol switching of signal indication in accordance with traffic ・ To cont
flow to be perceived by detector. 

Table 3.10.3  Type of Signal Control System 
Covering Area Type of Signal Control 

Fixed-cycle control 
system 

Multistage programming control 

Whole sensing control 
Semi-whole sensing control 
(Night time semi-whole sensing 
control) 

Point Control System 

Point sensing control 
system 

Simple se
control 

mi-whole sensing 

Push button control 
(night time push-button control) 
Bus sensing control 
Train sensing control 

Multistage programming system control Line Control System 
Route automatic sensing control system 

Area-wid
System 

e Control Integrates computer control system by central operation 

  Source: 

 the crossroad has few traffic and vehicle form crossroad is difficult 
 semi-whole sensing control 

affic from crossroad, night time semi-whole sensing control may 

n 
lected. 

a 

JICA Study Team 

 [Semi-whole sensing control] 

・ To install detector on crossroad, and then to give necessity 
minimum green signal for the traffic on crossroad. 

・ If
to cross or flow in main road, the simple
type signal system may be adopted, which give fixed time of green 
signal for the traffic on crossroad. 

・ On the case of urban or suburb intersection where has very few 
tr
be adopted. 

[Push button control (night time push-button control)) 

・ Since the number of pedestrian to cross at pedestrian crossing on 
midway of road generally changes in time, the push-button control 
system is prefer to be installed to comply with demand of pedestrian 
crossing. 

For the pedestrian crossing on arterial road to locate at urban or 
suburb section, the night time push-button control system is a
option to be se

[Bus sensing control) 

・ To aim at promoting efficiency of bus transporting operation as 
mass transit. 

・ Sensor to be installed at roadside perceives approaching bus, and 
then arrange to extend blue-light or early turning to blue-light on 
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rder to minimize stop time at intersection. 

(b) Line

- M s

n 
 area and urban/town area 

 All signals within a system  system to be 
ec cable 

green s

・ If there ern ime and 
night time, Multistage programmi
adapted. 

- Route automatic sensing control system

・ To control switching of signal by optimum cycle, sprit and offset 
within the system due to traffic flo ctor within the 
system. 

・ This may be adapted on the artic y variation of 
ic v

(c) Integrates Com

 data talled 
on roadside is processed at central operation center. 

asing is controlled by computer control system of central 

(3) Supple n
As already m must be in 
accorda
be upgrade
supplement  
road infras as well as traffic management 
authorit . ill 
execute the

(a) Establishment of an Inter-agency organization between MOPS and MOT 

Con ty of installation 
belo s  
to MOP , 
an inte
manual
hereafter will be developed through the collaboration of both agencies. 

(b) Phasing

Phasing m is an essential role to ensure smooth traffic 
flow  control, therefore, the phasing control technical 
manual will 

traveling lane of bus, in o

 Control System 

ulti tage programming system control 

・ This system is adopted where distance between signals is less tha
500 m and 400 m for rural/suburb
respectively. 

・  are controlled as one
conn ted communication 

ignal. 
and to be given offset time to 

is clear-out traffic patt on peak hour, normal t
ng system control type may be 

 

w perceived by dete

le highway where dail
traff olume is higher. 

puter Control System 

- Traffic  to be collected from the numerous detectors to be ins

- Signal ph
operation center.  

me tal Program to Strengthen Signal Control 
 mentioned, installation of signal control syste

nce with traffic conditions and requirements of traffic control, and should 
d from point control to line control to area-wide control. Thus, a 
al program to strengthen capacity of signal control is necessary for
tructure management authorities 

ies  The Study Team recommends that the concerned authorities w
 following programs: 

cerning to signal control system, the responsibili
ng  to MOT/PDOT/TUPWS and the responsibility of operation belongs

S/Traffic Police. To achieve an effective signal control management
r-agency organization shall be established and the technical 
/guideline and capacity development framework to be described 

 Control Manual and Capacity Development System 

 control of signal syste
 as well as for safety

be helpful for traffic management authorities in Vietnam, and 
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thus, ne veloped. However, performing proper phasing control 
req  
possibl al 
should  

ity development systems: 

ities such as Hanoi and HCMC in 
orga

v
will

- The t
a

・ n to perform experimental pilot project for trial signal 

・ 

・ rogram for the said experimental practice of signal 

cal 

- The phasing control manual will be formulated be based on the above 

- The ouncement to implement training program 
uthorities to manage traffic of urban 

should establish the mechanical standard for 
al 

(ii) Safety 

(1) Inst
As 
cen
promoted in e to 

cessary to de
uires a higher level of knowledge and skills which can only be made

e from actual trial and error experience. The signal phasing manu
therefore be developed through the establishment of a combination

of the following capac

- MOT/MOPS to coordinate with major c
nizing a trainer training framework aimed at conducting capacity 

de elopment for local authorities to manage urban roads. A task force 
 then be established to prepare the phasing control manual. 

ask force will formulate an implementation plan to formulate the 
ph sing control manual which includes: 

Route selectio
phasing control. 

Technical assistance from foreign experts. 

Training p
phasing control. 

・ Selection of trainees who will be developed as trainers to lo
authorities. 

experimental pilot project to be supported by the foreign experts. 

 task force will send ann
of signal phasing control to local a
roads. The expenses related to the training program shall be clarified in 
the announcement. 

- The task force will formulate a training plan for the local authorities to 
assign trainer who is trained in the said experimental pilot project. 

(c) Installation Standard and Mechanical Standard 

The following technical standards are needed to be formulated: 

- The above task force between MOT/MOPS will formulate nationwide 
technical standard for the requirement to install signal equipment in 
accordance with signal type; position, height, support type, etc. 

- Since the signal system of point controlling to be introduced at first 
stage will be upgraded to line control and area-wide system, the 
management authorities 
requirement of device and interface to integrate between each sign
system in the future. 

Measure for Overtaking/Lane Changing Accident 

alling Center-median Facility 
a preventive measure for traffic accidents caused by overtaking, installing 
ter-median facility is the most effective measure. Therefore, this should be 

 road sections which have with higher accident occurrence du
this accident type. 
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(a) 

(b) 

uced. Therefore, the traffic 

red

Figure 

In case of center-median facility installation on existing roads without 
center-median, the allocated space for center-median should be minimized 
in order to avoid significant reduction in lane width of existing carriageway. 
Figure 3.10.3 shows a sample of portable type of center-median facility by 
post cone. 

Lane width on major urban roads usually is designed as 3.5 m width. Even 
though portable type of center-median is installed on the existing road, the 
lane width of existing carriageway is forcedly red
rule on speed limits will be acted flexibly in accordance with lane width 

uction. 

3.10.3  Sample of Center-median Facility by Post Cone 

Image Photo of
Post Cone Type Media

 
Source: JICA Study Tea

(2) Provision of
With re
connection with overt
and s

(a) Bic
104 pecification of Design issued by MOC. 

(b) af
b cy
MOPS/T s to 

esigned. 

(c) ntioned in 

imp
suc le path. 

Fig  
being u

m 

 Bicycle Path 
 gards to the provision of bicycle path as a preventive measure in 

aking or lane changing accidents, the following technical 
 in titutional points are required: 

ycle path should be planned and designed in accordance with TCXDVN 
:2007 Urban Road S

Tr fic rules such as turn left and right at intersection when bicycle user use 
i cle path should be authorized between MOT/PDOT/TUPWS and 

raffic Police, and then the pavement marking and sign post
relate to bicycle traveling may be planned and d

As with the Vulnerable Road User Accident Prevention Plan me
subsection 3.6, the local traffic safety committee will formulate an 

lementation plan on the information dissemination about the program 
h as safety campaign to enhance effectiveness of providing bicyc

ure 3.10.4 shows a sample of bicycle path provision and safety measures 
sed in Japan. 
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Figure 3.10.4  Sample of Bicycle Path Provision in Japan 
Sidewalk Space Provision 

Divided by Lane Marking Separated by Median Facility with Sign Board 

Provision of Paved Shoulder Portion in Carriageway 
Divide l d by Lane Marking with Corn Post Separated by Guardrai

Source: JICA Study Team 

 Lane 

 management (TDM) policy, which has 

intr

(b) thorized between 

(c) 

ties for approval. 

(d) When the exclusive bus lane commenced operation, the local traffic safety 
committee and bus operator will conduct information campaign activities. 

(e) As a first step in introducing bus lane, a pilot project will be implemented on 

(3) Provision of Exclusive Bus
Figure 3.10.5 shows a sample of exclusive bus lane in Japan. Exclusive bus 
lane has been introduced in major cities in Japan from the beginning of the 
1990s as a part of traffic demand
contributed to traffic safety. The following institutional points are required to 

oduce exclusive bus lane system: 

(a) Since the exclusive bus lane should be applied during peak hours, traffic 
and road management authorities should enter into an agreement with bus 
operators for the bus lane enforcement period. 

Traffic rules relating exclusive bus lane should be au
MOT/PDOT/TUPWS and MOPS/Traffic Police, and then the pavement 
marking and sign posts related to bicycle traveling may be planned and 
designed. 

In the case of a number of bus operators using exclusive bus lane, the 
unified operating regulation should be established, and then submitted to 
concerned authori
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ement authority, 
traffic managemen rator. 

F  of Bus Prior

the selected routes in collaboration with the road manag
t authority and bus ope

igure 3.10.5  Sample ity Lane Provision in Japan 
Provision on Road Center Side (Nagoya City) Provision on Sidewalk Side (Fukuoka City) 

Source: JICA Study Team 

(4) Countermeasure for On-Street Parki
Since the problem of on-street pa
generated due to insufficient p
comprehensive approach
medium- to long -term policy and appr

Parking system in major cities is a very es 
daily activities of urban s 
creates conditions for optimum use of roadway for traffic. In major cities of 

rking system includes:    

 inner part of the city, residential areas 

f urban population.  

me
land e demand and simply used 

mu
add

(a)  parking areas in urban areas, which lead to disorderly parking 

(b) 
ll in size.   

ng 
rking and sidewalk parking of motorcycles are 

arking space in the urban areas, a 
 should be formulated to address this problem with a 

oach. 

 important infrastructure which ensur
population, serves comfort to road users as well a

Vietnam, pa

(a) Parking lots, parking places in
including parking lots for motorcycles, cars etc.   

(b) Bus stations for city public transport, bus and train stations, ports for inter 
provincial transport.   

(c) Truck stations (including train stations, ports), main markets where goods 
are handled to serve the daily life o

At present, there has been parking system in major cities of Vietnam as 
ntioned above, but such system does not meet the demand. Proportion of 
 used for parking is too small as compared to th

as open parking areas; there has so far no investments made in building 
lti-storey car parks with specialized equipment. The major Issues to be 
ressed are as follows: 

Insufficient
and in turn cause obstruction to traffic and to pedestrians as well. 

No planning of parking system to serve the urban traffic, so parking areas 
are not only insufficient but also sma

(c) Simple security guard services, which do not meet the requirements of 
vehicle owners.   

(d) No effective countermeasures in the short- and long-term. 
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(5) Urb
Urb ommended for 

plemen ent 

(b) Application of advanced 

(c) Consideration of the possi  
for residents living in the old p

(6) Legal / Institutional Aspect 
The concerned authorities  
framework in order to support the pro

(a) Review laws of building st d 
establishing supplemental

evelopment authority will establish a regulation compelling the 
 or complex commercial building to 

 consultation 

(iii) Urban 

Roa
Therefo uired the following: 

- 

- 

- 

with the safety measure

Acc an (3.6). 

an Planning at Local Levels 
an development plans by the local authorities are rec

updating to incorporate the following: 

(a) Preparation of plan to im t urgent projects for parking lot arrangem
in accordance with forecast of vehicles owned by urban population.   

technology in multi-storey car parks.  

bility of arranging public motorcycle parking areas
art of the city with narrow sidewalk.   

need to establish the following legal and institutional
motion of parking area establishment:  

andards related to parking space assurance an
 regulations. 

(b) Urban d
developer of large scale office building
conduct a traffic impact assessment which shall be submitted to road/traffic 
management authorities for approval prior to construction. 

(c) With regards to arrangement of public motorcycle parking space on 
commercial zone in old town area, a liaison council between urban authority 
and community association will be established, and then public
scheme will be also formulated. 

(d) Strengthening of regulation and enforcement in connection with the proper 
usage of sidewalk, in addition to the conduct of awareness campaign. 

(e) In connection with car registration institutional system, the related 
authorities will establish a regulation to require car owners a parking space 
certification to be attached with registration documents. 

Bypass Development 

ds planned for bypass construction are mostly the arterial national highway. 
re, VRA and local urban development authorities are req

VRA will instruct the executing agency of bypass construction project that the 
bypass plan or design should be updated in accordance with Decision 
No.1856/2007/QD-TTg: Plan for Restoration of Traffic Safety Corridor. 

VRA will also instruct to the local urban development authorities that traffic 
impact assessment shall be conducted in connection with roadside land use 
development, particularly on the arrangement of crossroads to bypass and 
collector road/service road, and submit to VRA/MOT for approval. 

VRA will instruct the executing agency of bypass construction project that the 
feasibility study or detailed design should be reviewed and revised to comply 

ments discussed in earlier subsections on Highway 
Traffic Safety Facility Enhancement Plan (3.5) and Vulnerable Road User 

ident Prevention Pl
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gency of bypass that a traffic safety audit 

3.11 Human

1) Targets

The act
accidents o ighway 
makes up al traffic accidents in Vietnam. Black spot 
imp to be centered on the national highway, 
and the
suppos

In this r
a human re cused on the capacity development 
of traffi
developme
are recomm
treatment a

(i) Dev

Black s
situatio nd roadside condition. Countermeasures 
are
establis ect, 
a technical guideb
dev

• To plemented on the 

• terms of accident situation, road 

The gement 

eng

(ii) Dev

sug
Pro

The velop main pillar of traffic safety assurance 
scheme; therefore, the Study team recommends that the said guideline should 

- VRA will instruct the executing a
should be arranged in accordance with Traffic Safety Audit System 
Development Plan discussed in 3.5. 

 Resources Development  

  

ion program for road infrastructure sector mainly is focused on reducing traffic 
n the national highway since the accidents occurring on national h
approximately 50% of tot

rovement programs have been implemented 
 restoration of traffic safety corridor and the traffic safety audit system are 

ed to be applied on the national road. 

egard, VRA should play an important role in the traffic safety management, thus 
sources development plan should be fo

c safety management by VRA. In this action program for human resource 
nt, the following technical tools to support the practice of safety management 

ended and aimed to enhance the enforcement capabilities of black spot 
nd traffic safety audit: 

eloping Technical Guidebook of Black Spot Treatment 

pot treatment is usually planned depending on various conditions: accident 
n, road infrastructure condition a

 then designed on a case-to-case basis which means that it is not easy to 
h a standard technical guideline for black spot treatment. From this asp

ook including the following contents are recommended to be 
eloped:  

collect best practices of black spot treatment that is im
national highways. 

To cover the various conditions in 
infrastructure condition and roadside condition. 

• To include accident record, traffic condition, road condition of before 
improvement, treatment design and traffic condition of after treatment and 
evaluation of accident risk mitigation. 

 above technical guidebook should be used by the road mana
authorities of local government and consultant engineers, not only for VRA 

ineers. 

eloping Technical Manual of Traffic Safety Audit 

The Study Team recommends the establishment of an executive guideline for traffic 
safety audit (refer to 3.3 Traffic Safety Audit System Development Plan) that is 

gested to be supported by a technical assistance under Vietnam Traffic Safety 
ject Phase-1 financed by World Bank.  

 safety audit system should de
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pra
in th

d to be Audited 

ess, the project or existing road to be audited is 
rmined and the parameters for a safety audit are set. 

ct owner, the design team and the audit 

insight into the project or existing road and to further 

In this process, audit team orally reports the key audit findings to the project 

n essential paper of the project 

2) 

The
tech

(i) 

A mentioned in the Strengthening Black 

develop to a practical technical manual to come up with case example of actual 
ctice for usage of auditors. The following contents are proposed to be included 
e said technical manual: 

(1) Identify Project or Existing Roa

As a result of this proc
dete

(2) Select Safety Audit Team 

As a result of this process, an independent, qualified and multidisciplinary team 
of experts suitable for the specific safety audit stage is selected. 

(3) Conduct Pre-audit Meeting to Review Project Information 

The meeting brings together the proje
team to discuss the context and scope of the safety audit and review all project 
information available. 

(4) Perform Field Reviews under Various Conditions 

The objective of project data review is to gain insight into the project or existing 
road, prepare for the field visit and identify area of safety concerns. The field 
visit is used to get further 
verify/identify areas of safety concern. 

(5) Conduct Audit Analysis and Prepare Report of Findings 

As a result of this process, the safety issues are identified and prioritized and 
suggestion are made for reducing the degree of safety risk. The safety audit 
results are then succinctly summarized in the formal safety audit report. 

(6) Present Audit Findings to Project Owner/Design team 

owner and design team in order to facilitate the understanding of audit findings. 

(7) Prepare Formal Response 

Once submitted, the formal response becomes a
documentation. It outlines what the project owner and/or design team will taken 
in response to each safety issue listed in the safety audit report and why some 
of the safety audit suggestions could not be implemented. 

(8) Incorporate Findings into Project When Appropriate 

This final process ensures that the corrective measures outlined in response 
report are completed as described and in the time frame documented. 

Program Components 

 Study Team proposes to perform the following activities to establish the above 
nical guidebook and manual in the human resources development action program: 

Technical Guidebook on Black Spot Treatment 

• The Black Spot Management Unit of VR
Spot Management subsection will formulate a reporting form of black spot 
treatment and issue to RRMU and PDOT by the middle of 2011, and then 
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ent Unit will organize a working group to prepare the 
 the working group will conduct 

• k by the end of 2012, 
be finalized by the middle of 2013. 

(ii) Tec

• manual by the 
ssue of safety audit 

• 

will be finalized by the middle of 2013. 

3) Implementa

Table 3
program

Table 3.11 urce Development Program 
ar 

continue to collect data and information for practice of black spot treatment until 
the middle of 2012. 

• The Black Spot Managem
technical guidebook by the middle of 2012, and
and analysis of data/information of black spot treatment until the end of 2012. 

The working group will determine the contents of guideboo
and then the editing of guidebook will 

hnical Manual on Traffic Safety Audit 

MOT/VRA will organize a working group to prepare the technical 
end of 2011, and the working group will examine the i
system by reviewing actual practice of traffic safety performance until the 
middle of 2011. 

The working group will determine the contents of guidebook by the end of 2012, 
and then the editing of technical manual 

tion Plan 

.11.1 shows the schedule of implementation of human resources development 
 components in the next five years. 

.1  Implementation Schedule of Human Reso
Ye

Program Components 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Development of a Technical Guidebook on Black Spot Treatment      
1) Data collection on black spot treatment practice         
2) Organization    of working group for guidebook preparation     
3) Review and a   nalysis of black spot treatment practice      
4) Determining contents of guidebook       
5) Editing and publishing guidebook        
Development dit        of a Technical Manual on Traffic Safety Au

1) Organization of a working group for manual preparation       
2) Review practice of traffic safety audit        
3) Determining contents of manual       
4) Editing and publis  hing manual       

Source: JICA 

3.12 Implem

Study Team 

entation and Investment  

1) Implementing Agency 

The implementing agencies responsible for each program on infrastructure 
development action program are summarized in Table 3.12.1. 
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Table 3.12.1
 Leading Agency Concerned 

Agency 

  Responsible Agency for Road Infrastructure Proposed Safety Measures 
Program 

1. Black Spot r Imp ovement Plan   
1) Implementation of Black Spot Improvement VRA/RRMU  
2) Formulation of Co

Management Aut
operative Mechanism between Traffic Police and Road 

hority VRA MOPS 
NTSC 

3) Establishme f
(In collaboration w

nt o  Practical Criteria for Black Spot Improvement 
ith Word Bank or JBIC Traffic Safety Project) MOT NTSC-TSPMU 

4) Strengthening Ca
(In coll VRA NTSC-TSPMU pacity of Black Spot Management 

aboration with Word Bank or JBIC Traffic Safety Project) 
2. Traffic S   afety Audit System Development Plan 
1) Revision of fic

(In collaboration w
Traf  Safety Audit (TSA) Guideline 

ith Word Bank or JBIC Traffic Safety Project) MOT NTSC-TSPMU 

2) Promotion of TSA System to Road Management Authority MOT VRA, Proj. Owner 
3) TSA Pilot Project in WB VRSP-1 VRA NTSC-TSPMU 
3. Traffic Safety Co an   rridor Development Pl
1) Formulation of Nationwide Action Implementation Plan VRA/RRMU Local Authority 
2) Formulation of Supporting Institutional Framework VRA Local Authority 
3) Amendment of /Supplement to Legal Provision MOT  
4. H nt Plan   ighway Traffic Safety Facility Enhanceme
1) Preparation of Design Standards/Guidelines for Traffic Safety MOT MOPS 
2) Promotion of Smooth/Comfortable Road Safety   

- Inters VRA/RMMU  ection improvement 
- Lane Separation by Vehicle Type Provision VRA/RMMU  
- Railway crossing improvements Railway Company  
- Installation of ligh  VR U  ting system on national road A/RMM

5. Vulnerable Road  Plan    User Accident Prevention
1) Preparation of design standard for pedestrian/bicycle safety by MOT MOT  
2) Conduct of survey to identify locations where pedestrian/bicycle path and crossing 

facilities should be provided/installed VRA/RRMU Local uthority  A

3) Formulation of implementation plan for road infrastructure improvem t VRA/RRMU  en
4) Formulation of implementation plan for education and safety dissemi tion pro m VRA/RRMU cal uthority na gra Lo  A
5) Implementation of action program VRA/RRMU cal uthority Lo  A
6. Expressway Safety Development Plan   
1) Establishment of traffic regulation/rule and operation rule of expressw . MOT, MOPS  ay
2) Preparation of Expressway Traffic Operation/Management St

Standard for Traffic Safety Facility/Device Installation 
andards  Tech cal MO  Proje Owner  and ni T ct 

3) Execution of Traffic Safety Audit MOT Project Owner 
7. Road Work Traffic Safety Development Plan   
1) Traffic Safety on Road Construction Work   

- Prepar tyation of Road Work Safe  Guideline MOT  
- Implementation of nationwide traffic safety audit for road constructio MOT rojen P ct Owner 

2) Long-term Performance Based Maintenance System VRA/RRMU  
3) Installation of Vehicle Weighing Station on Selected National Highway VRA/RRMU Traffic Police 
8. Traf  Safety Monitoring/ Maintenance Plan fic   
1) Formulation of Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guideline MOT  
2) I MOT Project Owner mplementation of Monitoring Evaluation 
9. Urban Road and Urban Bypass Traffic Safety Development Plan   

1) Safety Police   Measure on Intersection TUPWS, Traffic 

2) Safety Measure for Overtaking/Changing Lane Accident TUPWS Local Authority 
3) Urban Bypass Development VRA Local Authority 
10. Human Resources Development Plan   
1) Development of Technical Guidebook of Black Spot Treatment VRA/RRMU MOT 
2) Development of Technical Manual of Traffic Safety Audit MOT VRA 

  Source: JICA Study Team 
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Table 3.12.2 shows ary of investment cost for road infrastructure safety 
n program. It should be noted that the cost n road and 

 since th ent cost t be 
y the specific orities. Th t of 

 for Road Transport Infrastructure
Action Program 

Year 

2) Investment Budget Plan 

 the summ
development actio for the urba
urban bypass traffic safety measure is not included
clarified based on the urban development plan b

e investm  m su
 auth e cos

each program is given in Table 3.12.3. 

Table 3.12.2 Overall Investment Plan
Development Five-Year 

  

Program 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2 2013

Tot l Cost 
201  (2009-2013)

a

1. Black Spot Improvement Plan (8.2) 8.3 7.9 10.9 .1 1213 .0 52.0 
2. Traffic Safety Audit System Development Plan  0.3 0.7 0.6 .5 0.0 4 2.5 
3. Traffic Safety Corridor Development Plan (0.2) 0.7 30.4 50.1 50.0 50.0 181.2 
4. Highway Traffic Safety Facility Enhancement Plan (4.4) 39.6 77.0 92.2 .9 91.91 9 392.6 
5. Vulnerable Road User Accident Prevention Plan (0.2) 1.5 12.8 25.0 25.0 25.0 89.3 
6. Expressway Safety Development Plan  1.2 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 3.1 
7. Road Work Traffic Safety Development Plan  6.7 2.7 5.1 0.2 0.2 14.9 
8  and Maintenance Plan  0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 2.0 . Traffic Safety Monitoring
9    0.4 1.2 . Human Resources Development Plan 0.1 0.7 

Total : (13.0) 58.8 132.8 184.7 182.1 180.6 739.0 
 

 

 Source: JICA Study Team 
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Table 3.12.3  Assumed Investment Cost Per Program of Road Tr por ve-Year Action Program 
Unit: USD M

ans t Inf

Yea

ras

r 

tructure Development Fi
illion 

Program and Program Components 
2008 2009 201

ost 
13) 0 2011 2012 2013

Tot
(200

al C
9-20 Note 

1. Black Spot Improvement Plan         
(1) Implementing Black Spot Improvement on National Highway by VRA 8.0 8. 7 30.0 Sam ud0 .0 6.0 5.0 4.0 e as b get of year 2008 
(2) Formulating Cooperative Mechanism between Traffic Police and Road Management Authority       

1) Establishing Traffic Accident Database System by WB VRSP-1  (1.7 (1. 5. Proj st u) 8) (1.8)   ( 3) ect co nder WB VRSP-1 
2) Promoting black spot improvement scheme between road management authority 

and traffic police   0  Admi tio 0.1 0.1  .2 nistra n cost only 

(3) Establishing Practical Criteria for Black Spot improvement         
1) Review of black spot identification by current criteria 0.1   0.1     
2) Implementation of black spot improvement pilot project including training/capacity development for engineers     

- Black spot improvement (NH-1,51) under WB VRSP-1  (0.9) ) (2.7) P st u(0.9 (0.9)   roject co nder WB VRSP-1 
- JBIC Traffic Safety Improvement Project (NH-3, 5, 10, 18)  (9.0) ) .0) (45.0) P st u(9.0 (9.0) (9.0) (9 roject co nder JBIC Project 

3) Formulating practical criteria   0.1    0.1  
(4) Strengthening Capacity of Black Spot Management         

1) Developing human resource/techniques/expertise exchange system related to 
black spot improvement 

        

- Review and analysis past black spot practices 0.1 0.1      0.1 
- Training of VRA Headquarter engineers in JBIC/WB Project  0.2  0.2 C rt fund    ounterpa under WB VRSP-1 
- Training to RRMU engineers by VRA Headquarter     0 ne RR0.8  0.8 .2 M $ / o MU office 

2) Promotion of black spot improvement implementation to local governments         
- Training to PDOT engineers by VRA RRMU    0.8   ne RR0.8 0.2 M $ / o MU office 
- Provincial Road by PDOT     4.0 8.0 8.0 20.0 

Sub-total : 8.2 8.3 7.9 52.0  10.9 13.1 12.0 
2. Traffic Safety Audit System Development Plan         
(1) Revision of Traffic Safety Audit (TSA) Guideline         

1) Formulating executive process and evaluation criteria by MOT         
- Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D stage  0.1      0.1 
- Operation stage  0.1     0.1  

2) Issue revision of TSA guideline by MOT   0.1    0.1  
(2) Promotion of TSA System to Road Management Authority         
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Year 
Program and Program Components 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Total Cost 

(2009-2013) Note 

1) Preparing TSA implementation plan on national highway         
- Pre-F/S, F/S and D/D stage (by MOT)   0.1    0.1  
- Operation stage (by VRA)    0.1   0.1  

3) Executing implementation plan on national highway   0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.6 20,000 US$ / one project 
(3) TSA Pilot Project in WB VRSP-1         

1) TSA Pilot Project  (0.4) (0.3)    (0.7) Project cost under WB VRSP-1 
2) Capacity Development Program  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1  0.4 Counterpart fund under WB VRSP-1 

Sub-total :  0.3 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 2.5  
3. Traffic Safety Corridor Development Plan         
(1) Formulating Nationwide Action Implementation Plan         

1) Examining prioritization of implementation 0.1 0.1     0.1  
2) Developing database system  0.2     0.2  
3) Formulating implementation action program   0.1    0.1  
4) Conducting inventory survey for compensation and preparing budgetary form on 

priority section of national highway   5.0    5.0 1,000 US$ x 5,000 km 

5) Implementing compensation and clearing on selected priority section.   25.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 175.0 0.1 million US$ / km 
(2) Formulation of Supporting Institutional Framework         

1) Formulating regal framework for Strengthening and strict enforcement of sanctions 
against returning illegal dwellers.  0.1     0.1  

2) Establishment of compensation system   0.2    0.2  
3) Establishment of public consultation system    0.1   0.1  

(3) Amendment/Supplement of Legal Provision          
1) Examining technical issue form monitoring of NH-1 pilot implementation and 

nationwide action program formulation. 0.1 0.1     0.1  

2) Examining compliance with related regal frame work of land use, urban 
development, industrial development, etc.  0.2     0.2  

3) Formulating draft amendment/supplement of legal provision and submitting legal 
authorities.   0.1    0.1  

Sub-total : 0.2  0.7  30.4  50.1  50.0  50.0  181.2   
4. Highway Traffic Safety Facility Enhancement Plan         
(1) Design Standards/Guidelines Preparation for Traffic Safety         

1) Examining issue and establishing working groups 0.1        
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Year 
Program and Program Components 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Total Cost 

(2009-2013) Note 

2) Making to solve and authorizing technical issue to relate traffic rule/management 
with MOPS      0.1   0.1

3) Preparing supplement / update
safety facility enhancement. 

 / improve design standards/guidelines for traffic  0.4     mployed local consultant 0.4 E

4) Integrating Design Standards/Guidelines and preparing instruction manual.   0.4    0.4 Employed local consultant 
5) Preparing standard drawings for traffic safety measure.    0.2   0.2 Employed local consultant 
6) Issue of booklet of “Traffic Safety Design Standard”.    0.1   0.1 Editing and publish cost 

(2) Promoting Smooth/Comfortable Road Safety         
1) Intersection improvement         

- Preparing supplemental design criteria of intersection design. 0.6     y Technical Assistance 0.6 0.6 b
- Conducting traffic volume survey at intersection on national highway (more than 

grade-III).  2.0     00 US$ / location 2.0 5

- Formulating implementation by RRMU.   e 1.2    1.2 Including Pre-F/S by RRMU offic
- Formulating action program by VRA.   0.5    .5 Including F/S study 
- Implementing action program.   36.0 36.0 36.0 .12 million US$ / location 18.0 126.0 0

2) Separate Lane by Vehicle Type Provision         
- Preparing design guideline by MOT. 0.1        
- Discussing traffic rule on separate lane with MOPS and authorizing rule.      0.1 0.1  
- Formulating Implementation Plan by VRA  0.5     0.5 Including F/S study 
- Survey, detailed design and construction.  5 50.0 50.0 50.0 225.0 0.0 25.0 0.15 million US$ / km 

3) Railway crossing improvements         
- Closing and protecting by fence at unauthorized crossing 2.1 2.1     2.1 Guard fence : 200 US$ / m 
- Installing automatic warning system at all locations. 1.5 3.1     3.1 7,500 US$ / location 
- Replace to automatic opening and shifting lifting barrier on national road. 0,000 US$ / location   3.6    3.6 3
- Replace to automatic opening and shifting lifting barrier on provincial/district road. 0,000 US$/ location    3.8 3.8 3.8 11.4 2

4) Installing lighting system on and on national road.         
- High traffic volume section  4.5 4.5    9.0 8,000 US$ / km 1
- High risk accident section  2.1 2.1 2.1 3,000 US$ / km (including guardrail)   6.3 4

Su 4.4 b-total :  39.6  77.0  92.2  91.9  91.9  392.6   
5 ion Plan         . V ad User Accident Preventulnerable Ro
1 bicycle safety by ) Preparing design standard for pedestrian/ MOT 0.2    mployed local consultant    E
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Year 
Program and Program Components 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Total Cost 

(2009-2013) Note 

2) Surveying to identify the location to provide pedestrian/bicy
facility. 

cle path and crossing  1.0     1.0 00 US$ / km 2

3) nfrastructure improvement by VRA.  0.5   cluding F/S study Formulating implementation plan for road i   0.5 In
4 fety dissemination program by        )  plan for education and sa

Provincial Traffic Safety Committee. 
Formulating implementation 0.3 0.3 Employed local consultant

5) Implementing action program. 
( Pedestrian/bicycle path : 0.15 million US$ / km, Pedestrian bridge : 0.14 million    25.0 25.0 

US$ / location ) 
12.5 25.0 87.5  

Sub-total : 0.2  1.5  12.8  25.0  25.0  25.0  89.3   
6. Expressway Safety Development Plan         
1) Establishing Traffic regulation/rule and operation rule of expressway. 0. 0. 2     2  
2) Preparing “Expressway Traffic Operation/Ma

lity/Device Ins
nagement Standards” and “Technical 
tallation” by MOT.   1.     y Technical Assistance Standard for Traffic Safety Faci 1.0 0 2.0 b

3) Executing “Traffic Safety Audit”.    0. 0. 0. 0,000 US$ / one project 3 3 3 0.9 3
Sub-total : 0.0  1.2  1.0  0.3  0.3  0.3  3.1   
7     . Road Work Traffic Safety Development Plan     
(1) Traffic Safety on Road Construction Work         

1) Preparing Road Work Safety Guideline  0. 0. y Technical Assistance 3     3 b
2) Conducting traffic safety audit of constriction stage under WB VTSP-1   (0.1) ( Project cost under WB VRSP-1     0.1) 
3) fety audit for road construction 0.1 0.2 0.2 5,000 US$ / one project  Implementing nationwide traffic sa    0.5 

( ce System 2) Long Term Performance Base Maintenan         
1) Pilot Project of Performance Base Maintenance          

- Formulating Performance Standards/Requirements 0. 0. y Technical Assistance  2     2 b
- Tendering   0.1     y Technical Assistance 0.1 b
- Implementing Pilot Project on National Highway 2.5 5.0 Maintenance cost : 15,000 US$ / km     7.5 

2) Implementing nationwide     (50.0 (50.0 (10 aintenance cost : 10,000 US$ / km ) ) 0.0) M
(         3) Installation of Vehicle Weigh Station on Selected National Highway. 

1) Installing vehicle weigh equipment on selected toll gate  6. .2 million US$ / location 0     6.0 0
2) Performing overloading vehicle enforcement campaign  0.2 0.1    0.3  

Sub-total : 0.0  6.7  2.7  5.1  0.2  0.2  14.9  
8. Traffic Safety Monitoring/ Maintenance Plan         
1 ine ) Formulating Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guidel         
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Year 
Program and Program Components 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Total Cost 

(2009-2013) Note 

- Review past accident record of damage loss and examining issues to prepare 
damage loss evaluation criteria.        mployed local consultant 0.2 0.2 E

- Executing additional data collect and supplemental survey.  0.3     0.3 by Technical Assistance 
- Preparing draft damage loss evaluation criteria.   0.3    0.3 by Technical Assistance 
- Review evaluation parameter of damage loss by using accident database system ( ( P-1 by VRSP-1.   0.1)    0.1) Project cost under WB VRS

- Formulating Traffic Safety Benefit Evaluation Guideline    0.2   0.2 Employed local consultant 
2) Implementing Monitoring Evaluation    0.4 0. 0. t 4 4 1.0 10,000 US$ / one projec
Sub-total : 0.0  0.5  0.3  0.4  0.4  0.4  2.0  
9       . Human Resource Development Plan   
(1) Development of Technical Guidebook on Black Spot Treatment         

1) 0.1 0.1  Collecting data of black spot treatment practice.     0.2  
2 ent practice. 0.) Review and analysis of black spot treatm     3  0.3 by Technical Assistance 
3 ook. 0. 0 nce ) Preparing / editing / publishing guideb      2 .2 by Technical Assista

(2) al on Traffic Safety Audit  Development of Technical Manu         
1) Review practice of traffic safety audit     0. 0. y Technical Assistance 3  3 b
2 0. 0. y Technical Assistance ) Editing and publishing manual.      2 2 b

Su 0.b-total : 0  0.0  0.0  0.1  0.7  0.4  1.2   
To 13.0tal Cost   58.8  132.8  184.7  182.1  180.6  739.0   

Sou

 

rce: JICA Study Team 
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